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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

nURRILL NATIONAL BAN
K_ELLSWORTH, ME. -fV

WBW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Legislative notices-Legal affairs.
Mrs Mary R Austin-Farm for rent.
Statement—Peoples National Ins Co-

Sealed proposals,
Frank H Young—Dog lost.
C C Burrill- Offices for rent.
E F Robinson.Jr-Optician.
New England Tel ft Tel Co.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
J A Haynes—Headquarters.
Franklin, Mr:
Frank E Blaisdell—Notice of foreclosure of

A small piece of paper in check form
will settle up any account. Isn’t that
much better and a great deal
quicker
than counting it out in bills?
Not
only that, but you will sleep much
easier nights when you know your
Better open up an acmoney is safe.
count in our bank.
For further in-

formation call any time.

always

your money is

just the

mortgage.

AT RLLSWORTH POSTOPFICB.

same.

In

We allow liberal Interest
cheek accounts.

agent wanted.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

disposal

effect^ Dee. 5, IP70.
MAILS RBCRIVBD.

on

|THE damkI UNION trust company

From West—7.18a m; 4.28and 6.86 pm. 4
From East—11.06,11.46 a m; 6.68 and 10.62 p

m.

Charles C. Knowlton, son of John F.
Knowlton and wife, of this city, has received an appointment in the Hartford,
Registered mail should be at poutofflce half
Connecticut, general hospital for eighteen
an hour before mail closes.
months, beginning 8ept. 11 next. This is
No Sunday mail.
one of the largest and best hospii als in New
Postofflce open on Sunday from 8 to 10 a m.
England. Mr. Knowlton was one of a
from HarCharles W. Eaton was home from Ban- large class of medical students
vard medical schoo', Johns Hopkins
gor election day.
university and other large medical schools,
Mrs. J. A. Peters and Mrs. A. K. Cushto take the examination lor the appointman are in Boston.
ment, and ranked third in the class. He
Mrs. Howard A. Walker is confined to will
complete his course in Harvard
her home by illness.
medical school in June, and spend the
Howard H. Hooper is at home from Ban- summer in Ellsworth. His many Ellsworth friends congratulate him on his
gor, ill of pneumonia.

j

READY TO BUY BONDS?
prices; carry
own

bonds of highest grade, at attractive
of investment securities which we
recommend as excellent purchases for

resdy

to ssJI you
a fu.l line

outright, and

can

conservative investors.
Full descriptive circulars, with prices, sent
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Bert Coleman has gone to Bangor, where
he is employed in a barber-shop.
Pearl B. Day, who is living this winter
in Calais, came home Monday to vote.
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illness of Judge
Knowles, the regular March session of the
probate court was adjourned from yesterday to next Tuesday, March 14.
On

account

of

the

J. A. Haynes has rented the A. M. Hopon Main street, and will in a
short time open it as a grocery store. At
kins store
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PROBABLY

Man Supposed to Huve
Perished In Union River Buy.
SOUTH SUBBY, March 7 (special)- H. M.
Thayer, a well-known resident ol fiton-

Stonlngton

started for East Bluebill on the ice. At
;
Newbury Neck it was supposed he bad
reached East Bluehill, and at the latter
place it was not known that he had started
for there. As a onsequence, he was not
missed until this morning.
This morning Charles Cunningham and
Hollis Bonsey, of this place, followed Mr.

At a meeting of the school board last
evening, it was voted to make repairs on
the School street schoolhouse, damaged
by Are recently, during the coming vacation, and put steel oeiling in the lower
room. The work can be done at a little
more than the smonne received from the
insurance. Frank R. Moore will do the
work.
Prof. Henry C. Emery, of Vale, has been
designated by President Taft to continue
as chairman of the tar ff board, according
to an executive order issued {fom the
White House Sunday, officially appointing
Thomas W. Page and ex-Rep. William M.
Howard, of Georgia, as additional members of the board. Prof. Emery is to receive a salary of |7,fiOO a year, while his
four associates are each to receive |6,600.
F. C. Burrill, who baa been in Hartford,
Conn., the past two weeks, getting in

out

on

the ice.

Near

High

Head the tracks led to a hole in the ice,
and were not to be seen beyond that
point. Near the hole were found Mr.
Thayer’s gun and snowshoes.
Search was made for the body, but with
little hope of success. There is a strong
tide at this point, and a body would probably be swept under the ice which Alls the

bay.

vote.

returned home, after
of several weeks.

an^bsence

has

L. Hoyte, of Mariaville, has been hauling hay from hiB place here to Mariaville.
Martin A. Oarland are
hauling lumber from Ellsworth Falla for
their new barn.
Charles

and

Mrs. Ellen Franklin has sold two valuable cows this week one to E. L..Franklin, another to H. B. Salisbury.
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185 100
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269
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186

96

200

921
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12

ALDERMEN.

2
3
4

5

Milton Beckwith, r.
Harold L. Hooper, d.
Harry W. Haynes, r.
Joseph Morrison, d.
Levi W. Bennett, ..
Herbert A. Ash, d.
Roland B. Austin, r.
Webster M. Higgins, dFred L. Keul, r.
Wilbur H. Smith, d.

133
134
122
98
76
55

Plu
20
11
22
tie
tie
36

1

3
4

3
4
5

MOUTH

OF

THE

RIVER.

Kay is ill.
Willie and Lester Tate are visiting their
brother Irving, at Hull’s Cove.
Mrs. Ada

Capt.
Sunday

Closson spent Saturday and
the guest ot Mias

Albert

Hancock,

in

Flora Stratton.
Miss Flora Stratton has returned to her
alter spending thein Hancock,
week-end with Mrs. Woodbnry Bowden

home

George Fullerton and wife have returned home after Bpending the winter ia
Hallowell with their eon Calvin. Mr.
Fullerton came home on account ot poor
William Jones, ot this place, died Wednesday morning at the home ot hie daughter, Mrs. Christopher Clough, at Ellaworth Falls. Mr. Jones had been a gnat
sufferer for the past tew years. He served
in the Civil war, and was a member ot thaG. A. R. post. He leaves three daughter*
end five sous. The funeral wee held at
the old homestead here Friday afternoon.
Interment was at Woodbine cemetery.
Isaiah Garland died Sunday mornings
Feb. 28, after a long illness. Mr. Garland*
was thirty-nine years ot age.
He was a
seafaring man, his last berth being aa
mete of a five-master. He leaves a mother,
two sisters
Mrs. Sidney Williams, at
Boston, and Mrs. W. L. Pratt, of this
place, and two brothers. He was a member of Lygonis lodge, F. and A. M. The
funeral was held at the home Tuesday
afternoon. Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating,
—

KI.LSWUKTH
Charles
for

49
79

4

115

S6

a

Leslie

FALLS.

is home from Qonldeboro

days.
sewing circle will

few

The

of next week

Harry

E.

meet

on

Thursday

with Mrs. B. S. Jellison.

Flood is home from Bangor,
been visiting relatives sev-

where he has

Walter J. Clark, jr., r.
Chaney W. Sadler, d.
John F. Roya2,r
Herman J. Scammon, d....
Martin A. Garland, r.
Ralph A. Fernald, d..
George W. Pa«.Len, r.

131
136
122
76
54
45

22

John Artelle McGown, d
John A. Lord, r.
Fred P. Haynes, d.

49

4

Arthur L. Frarier, r.
C. 8. Johnston, d...
Howard F. Whitcomo, r...
Moses l. Mayo, d.
William H. Brown, r.
Charles VV. Gerry, d.
Eugene H. Moore, r.
Alpheus W. Nason, d.
Dorephua L. Fields, r.
Charles J. Brown,d.
ELECTIONS

republican.

21

5
24

132
135
122
98
76
54
45
49
79
115

The embroidery dub will meet Thursafternoon ot this week with Mrs. C.
M. Whitcomb.
Mrs.

79

Ii5

eral weeks.

day

98

30

CONSTABLES.

2

Saco—Walter J. Gilpatric, democrat,
elected mayor. Fire democratic and tw®
republican aldermen. Last year’s board
democrat-citizen.
Gardiner—Bert E. Lamb, republican,
elected mayor. Five republican and one
democratic aldermen. Last year’s board

1

45

..

5

can.

24

WARD CLERKS.

2

and three democratic aldermen. Last
year’s board republican.
Hallow ell—Emery O. Beane, democrat,
elected mayor. Two republican and two
democratic aldermen and one nominee at
both parties. Lest year’s board republi-

health.

451

WARDENS.

LAKEWOOD.

Ralph Oarland

for

VOTE FOB MAYOH,

Wards:
Total
1
Horace F. Wescott, r.
123
143
George P. Smith, d.
2
John P. Eldridge, r.
115
104
George B. Stuart, d.
3
Judaon A. Austin, ..
70
William E. Clough, d.
54
4
Hiram L. Danico, r.
47
Alvin E. Maddocks, d.
47
5
Andrew M. Moor, r.
79
Edward F. Brady, d.
115

1

Ashing.

and

municipal
Monday was close and editing. The campaign was short, but developed rapidly, democrat, elected mayor. Four demoand unusual conditions added to the in- cratic and three republican alderman.
Last year’s board democratic.
terest aroused.
This, and favorable
Eastport—Walter J. Garnett, republiweather conditions, brought out a large can, re-elected
mayor. Five republican

_________

Mrs. Charles Oarland is in poor health.
Clarence Oarland is at Green Lake

democratic

publican alderman. Laat year’s board republican.
WaterviUe
William
B.
Pattangall,

election in Ellsworth

election—printed

DROWNED.

Six

mayor.
The

The men were awakened by smoke and
flames and had barely time to get out of
Wards
tbe camp when the explosion occurred. Simonton,
head
a
on
the
struck
was
Mr. Sumner
by
dtaart. d
flying log, receiving injuries from which Blank,
time.
Defective,
he died in a short
Tbe half-clad men drove to a camp two
reached
which
miles away,
badly
they
chilled.
r
The Hagan,
is
unknown.
The origin of the fire
Leland, d
loss is estimated at £400.
Defective.
Mr. Sumner was a well-known resident
of Amherst. He leaves a wife and three
children.

ington, aged about Afty-Ave years, is supposed to have been drowned in Union
river bay.
Mr. Thayer had been stopping at Newbury Neck the past few weeks, trapping
of the and
hunting foxes. Saturday night he

years. Besides t be husband she leaves one
sister—Mrs. Allston Leland, of Salisbury
Cove. The funeral services were held Saturday afternoon at the residence.

,«iture Dealer* and Funeral Directors.
H. C. Austin, Coroner.

Lewieton—Frank A. Morey, democrat,
CONTEST re-elected lor llltb term. Two republican and flve democratic aldermen.
T act
IN ELLSWORTH.
*
year’s board democratic.
Sontb Portland—John A. 8. Dyer, demoDEMOCRATIC
TWO
DEMO
MAYOR,
crat, elected mayor. Five republican and
CRAT1C AMD TWO REPUBLICAN ALtwo democratic aldermen. Laat year’*
DERMEN ELECTED—TIE FOR ALboard, republican.
Bath-Frank A. Small, democrat, elected
DERMAN IN WARD FOUR.

for

legislature

day.
Agnes V., wife of John Weatherbee. formerly of Ellsworth, died at her home in
Bangor last Thursday, aged forty-one Thayer’s tracks

Bank

Austin & Co.

paralytic

every
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Hancock Co. Savings

™SS.

a

The members of the senior class
high school thank the citizens of Ellsworth, who so generously responded to
their calls for cooked food during the
food fair, especially Mrs. Bonsey, of the
bakery, who furnished a guess cake nearly

IX7E carry a full line of DEPOSIT YOUR MONEY
VV Art'SqiJares, Lace
't’KTAiSH. Draperies, Caii'KTsi Pictures, Chamber
'Rits, Couche8. Pii.i.ows,

as

The S. L. C.’a will have a children’s parThe decorations will
ty Friday evening.
include roses of different color, and the
decorated with
rooms will be prettily
that flower. Mrs. Reuben Treworgy and

REAL E8TATE.
...

not

Mrs. B. S. Stevens, of Brewer, sna James
H. Scott, ol Southwest Harbor, were called
bere last week by the serious illness of
their father, John J. Scott, who is criti-

TARLEY,

rIRE IN8URANCE

was

entertainment deserved.

cally ill, following

O.

the store in readiness

making it bis headquarters.
The entertainment given by the Y. M.
U. C. club, of Bar Harbor, at Hancock hall
last Thursday evening was enjoyed by all

rim Cll F OR BP AIT
Two*tor> bouse. shed and large stable, all connecti d will. CM) water and electric lights, aid
fill!
^j}| P IVia
IK Krill
■
wii vnbb
llkla I •
boot j gi re ot land. A bargain o easj terms.

Other

he is

and

Maine

Last year1®

CLOSE AND EXCITING

Honors of the election are divided. The
Mrs. L. M. Moore has closed her house
democrats elected Charles H. Leland
here, and has gone to Boston, where she
mayor, by a majority of twelve, and aiderwill reside.
men in wards 1 and 5.' The republicans
elected aldermen in wards 2 and 3. In
James B. Holmes and wife have the symward 4 the vote was a tie.
pathy of friends in the death of their inThis causes another interesting situafant daughter Dorothy.
tion. Under the terms of the city charter
Forty-nine new names were entered by services of a man in every way well qualiW. Fatten, the present alderman
the board of registration last week, and fied to represent the company with credit George
from ward 4, holds office until his succesthirteen stricken off the list.
and success.”
This special
sor is elected and qualified.
Harry J. Joy, who has been employed in
election will be held March 20, but before
a
vacation
is
short
UP.
CAMP BLOWN
Minneapolis, spending
then the new city government meets to
with bis parents, Capt. Henry J. Joy and
organize and elect minor city officers.
Have
Killed-Others
Man
Amherst
wife.
With Alderman Fatten retaining his seat,
Narrow
Escape.
Miss Mary B. H.ll, who baa been with
the republicans will have a majority of one
Lewis A. Sumner, of Amherst, was killed on the board.
Mrs. J. H. Brimmer for several months,
has returned to her home in Brockton, and several others of the crew of fifThe vote in detail printed below affords
Mass.
teen men, principally from Amherst, had some interesting comparisons. Mr. Hagan,
Wivurna encampment, I. O. O. F., will narrow escapes, when Morse & Co’s, camp against whom tbe bitterest fight of the
was blown
work the golden rule degree next Monday on upper Great Works stream
campaign was waged, developed great
strength. He ran ahead of the candidate
evening on two candidates. A large at- up early Saturday morning.
The explosion was caused by a tire which tor alderman on his ticket in three of the
tendance is desired.
started about 4 o’clock in the morning five wards.
Isaac McLean and wife, of Cambridge,
This exploded
near a barrel of kerosene.
Following Is the vote in detail, with the
and
of
were
John
Munroe,
Mass.,
Boston,
and caused the explosion of a quantity of vote for mayor in 19J8 -the last year in
in this city last week to attend the funeral
The
the
wrecked
which
eamp.
which there was a contest at the municipal
dynamite,
of Mrs. John Malone.

From 8 cents Double Roll
To 75 cents

M.

F.

aldermen.

board, democratic.

♦

_

democratic

one

CITY ELECTION.

two consecutive
terms, bus a very wide acquaintance
throughout the State, and is highly regarded and popular with his associates.
In tbe choice of Mr. Burrill to have charge
of this important and difficult territory,
the Phoenix feels that it has secured the
the

LARLY ATTRACTIVE AND THE PRICES LOW

2

Of

pointment,

| UNION TRUST COMPANY OF ELLSWORTH. |

There will be a special meeting of Irene bank, of r.iisworth, Me., and has been
be
chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening, for trained in tbe insurance business since
He represented Ellsworth in
was a boy.
work.

PATTERNS AND OOLORING ARE PARTICU-

J. A. HAYNES”8,

appointment.

Carroll Burrill’s recent apinsurthe Standard, an
“The New
ance paper of Boston says:
Mrs. Clifford Q. Royal is confined to the England fraternity will be interested in
the announcement of the appointment of
house with a severe attack of the grip.
F. Carroll Burrill, of Ellsworth, Me., as
A rehearsal of the festival chorus will be
special agent of the Phmnix, of Hartford,
held to-morrow evening at Society hall.
for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,
Miss Carrie Baker spent last week with to succeed W. H. Wart, who resigned
her sister, Mrs. Rogers, in South Orring- some time
ago to become special agent of
ton.
the ifStna. The appointment went into
is
Miss Louise Cushman, of Bangor,
effect Feb. 22. Mr. Burrill is thirty-five
with her grandmother, Mrs. A. W. Cush- years of age, is a member of the Maine
man.
bar, connected with the Burrill national

^

aa

THIS IS A GOOD BANK TO DO BUSINESS WITH

We have all the facilities required by an up-to-date
banking institution, and, in addition, we place at the
disposal of our customers the benefit of the collective
character, ability and experience of a most efficient
staff of officers and employees.
If you are in need of an investment, or desire the
benefit of our banking oppo:tunities, in any way,
call us up, write us, come in and see us, or we will
send our representative to see you and get in touch
with you.

MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOTFICB.

re

——

PEOPLE

Going West—10.80.11.16 a m; 6.60 and 0 pm.
Going East-6.46 a m; 4 and 6 pm.

We

OF ELLSWORTH

for the

A horse owned by Ransom Bonsey was
killed in a peculiar manner Friday morning. Mr. Bonsey left the horse standing
on Willow street
a short street which
descends to Grant street and toward the
river in a steep hill. The horse ran away
down the hill, and unable to stop or turn
into Grant street, dashed across that
street and across the lot toward the river.
Within two or three rods of the river the
runaway horse plunged into a snow bank,
turned a complete somersault and broke
its neck.
—

New York:
Carl Rose Co—Woman

Remember

at your

iob«tu«mrtit».

»

with his new duties as special agent
for the Phoenix Insurance Co., was in
Ellsworth over Sunday and election day.
He left for a short business trip in Wash-r
ington county, After a few days in Bangor, he will return to Portland, which
will be his headquarters.
Mrs. Burrill
does not expect to leave Ellsworth until
the last of next week.
touch

Tuesday
A.

Henry R. Wood went to Bangor
for a stay ot a day with Richard!

Smith and wife.

Lewis I. Gray and wife and George H.
Gray have moved home from Green Lake,
where they have been since last fall.

3
24

COMING EVENTS.

22

BUS WORTH.

Saturday evening, March 11, Society
—

4

36

hair

Dance.

Tuesday evening, March 14, at Society
hall—Dancing school opening.

ELSEWHERE-

Auburn—Irvin L. Merrill, republican,
“I cannot understand,” wrote the colre-elected mayor. Three republican and 1 lege boy, “why you call yourself a kind
two democratic
aldermen
Last year’s father.
For three weeks I’ve had msboard republican.
cheek from you. Pray, what sort of kindRockland G. Herbert Blethen, republi- ness do yon null that?” And the father
can, elected mayor. Six republican and wrote back:
“Unremitting kindness.”

cUmntiumniu.

itlutual benefit t&oiamn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

RDITlb
ft*

Pr»y#r Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning March 12, 1911.
Topic.—First aid for the temnted.—Heb.
Edited by Rev. Sherman H.
Ii. TV18.
Doyle, D. D.
fine of our great artists bas painted
a picture of a knight on the verge of a
dark wood through which he has to
The wood contains all wanner
»fforking perils and stealthy enemies,
and before entering it the young
knfeffct bas taken off his helmet and is
t»o*riag out his soul in prayer. And
tb«*$ege«id at the bottom of the picture
is <*ato Thy Hands, O Lord!”
'Mint picture teaches a great truth—a
truth which every young Christian
especially need’s to know. It declares
that if one hopes to make his way
satfrtp, victoriously, through life, each
dap aad many times each day he
mat commit himself iuto the keeping
of tfce almighty and gracious Lord.
rJ*e adds against us are too great for
as to hope
to win the battle with
tfuaptaUioi) if we trust solely in our
©wa strength.
We are too weak and
frail. We are too prime to do evil. We
are tao ignorant
of Satan’s devices.
What chance have such as we to over
cane the
forces which array themagainst us? What match are
nmii ae we for the principalities and
powers of evil?
“Jllaai. my master, how shall we do?”
cptep the servant of Elisha as he
nukes into the prophet's chamber, his
faee>ale with terror. The host of the
eMUv encompass the city like a wall,
ana tee terrified man has seen the
wtereiag sun glitter on swords and
nrenpa and the awful array of war.
Crete aad self possessed, his master
aaawers. “Fear not, for they that be
wdH as are more than they that be
ure teem."
'*Wlth us?" the servant
atet ask. “Who are with ns? Where
a often ?”
The prophet prays, and In
aapwer to his prayer the Lord opens
And as If every
tee tenant's eyes.
btefe aad every tree had suddenly
sheafed Into a celestial form. “Beboli
tee Mountain was foil of horses and
•MM round about Elisha!” In onr
nay time of temptation, when Satan
aad Ha hosts, issuing from the pit and
desa np In battle array against ns,
areas to have cut elf every way of es«ree. aad we are reedy to cry, “Alas,
alas, how shall I do?” we, too, need
to hawe our eyes opened. We need to
see leans.
He is onr defense. He is
ore- shield
He is par refuge. He is
ear ever present helper.
Jwm can deliver ns out of tempts
am. for He has shared this life of
oww*. with all its struggle, against
temptation and sin. He has been
teamed in all points, like as we are.
He has met Satin and alt bis legions.
He has overcome them. He over- !
euie fhem decisively in the wilderIHa.
lie mastered them in the gar
Jea of Gethsemene. He utterly de
fated them by Hfs death and resur
rection.
All through His life ns He
trad our earth He was tempted, and
Min every temptation He came forth
fflb victor. Be a use our I.ord is a victorious rO'd. who knows Satan through
aad through and who knows ns through
and through. lie is able to succor them
that are tempted.
This succor is our great, our deadly
weed.
Like Peter upon the water.
l»as.s.

temptations

assail our

only hope

latt cry out at onee. “Save, Lord, or I
£MSh." And He will save. Every
■AiBent of every day He la doing it.
AB around us young people are win■tag splendid moral victories. Trusting
la His strength, they are overcoming
dark and terrible femptatfotli.
And
also may be more than conquerors
tjmogh Him that loved ns. for Jesus
larSa* Saviour Rot only 6eeause He
us from our past sin, but also

tac*oa$ He Jg

u

verv

I
I

THE GREAT SPIDER.

[ Dedicated

to

saloon-keepers.]

spider sat in his basement den.
Weaving his snares for the souls of men.
“I will not work with my hands,” quoth he.
“An easier pathway must open for me.”
He spreads bis table with greenest baize.
And many a canning trap he lays.
A

we

think my
you may

den,

get permanent relielf you must reach

the root of the trouble. Nothing we
know of will do this so surely as Lydia

E. Pinkham's Compound.
Write to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass^ for special advice,
four letter will be absolutely
confidential, and the advice free.
styles,

or do most of you leave that till after
bouse cleaning? I am interested, ini trying
to get some sewing done for spring and summer before the spring rush comes on.
House
dresses and shirt waists are easy to decide
upon, for they are made more for comfort
than show. How to make a spring snit is a
harder problem, but have decided that skirts
are to be narrow and coats shorter—say from
Ulo 30 inches back length. Sleeves are quite

small.
We often complain of the styles, but now is
the time to make over. Have made modemlooking skirts from old ones and bad cloth
left which would help in remodeling the waist
or jacket and lo! a new dress for
your tine
and trouble. Wide and fancy collars are seen
on the coats, which may be made of the goods
or v( cyutraatidR material and put on or taken
off at p.easure. Am the white Oats for laundering. and would change the coat considerably.
Give your Johu for breakfast the following

from yon again.
“cousins” very near you.

Oat Meat. Rolls—Two cups rolled oats and
cups sour milk soaked over night. In the
morniug dissolve one teaspoon soda And one
teaspoon salt in a little warm water, an-3 stir
into oats: then add enough flour to make a
batter. Sugar may be added to taste or enriched with an egg.
Mol.

Dear Sister if

two

I have been enjoying the things you have
sent Aunt Madge and the rest without
feeling
as though I had
anything of interest to con*
ribute. Haven’t we had a nice cold winter?
M >reh Will soon be here, and we shall
hardly
realize that winter has gone.
line of the sisters kindly sent me a
picture
of the group at reunion. I am so
pleased
with it. Can only recognize Mr
Koliius
ge ial face. I should be so very glad to greet
them all. Think I shall have to get relieved
from official duties; they tie me at home too
closely, and I have always bad many cares, but
1 think it is better for any one to have some
care and responsibility, life has more interest
and one does not age so fast.
I send you two new recipes. I shall
the

Wishing

ana

ever.

How many good
us; ideas

try

properity.
E.

Cut in square*.

The Man Who Wttft.
The man who wine la an average man.
Not built on any peculiar pfha:
Not blest with any peeaNar luck—
Just steady sad earnest and full of pluck.

Dear AttHi Madge:
Have thought so olttV :hat I would write, but
you know how I MNVuot succeeded in getting
a letter into your'liands.
f often feel that the
time I have forSvriting must be used for the
definite Irtrtd rather than the indefinite ones
of the M.HS. C.

Sunshine Task.
•*
Tenth forgets age until the spirit of
the Sunshine committee gets into the
hearts of the young people and awak-

When'the suggestion came for a diacuaaioa
sympathy.
|
The experience of a young Austra- of Ifbe items for which money was approlian girl might well be taken to heart. $fr*iated by onr legislature, thought I would
The Christian Endeavor New* t*fts write and tell what I knew before 1 waa called

ens

1

to write upon something of which I had
knowledge. I heard a man who was pres*’
ent at the opening ot the legislature
say that
the first money appropriated was for a bi»*e
to be used io the opening of future seaStbna.
Think we all can say that waa a good beginning. and needs no further discussion on our
We would wish that a.i items of
part.
expenditure were as sure of bringing a blessing t^ the people of our State.
Have seen Hancock county and the town of
my birth since X wrote last, and X wondei if I
have not seen some of the M. B. sisters who
are not wearing pins. I know I have dined
with one of the clan, and supped with another in their homes.
A Hancock county mau. now of Massachusetts, said at that supper that he always read
the M. B. column with
interest, and I
wonder if he knew that in the room were three
contributors. I often wish I knew the real
names of the sisters,
but still enjoy the
mystery that surrounds us.
Have seen the enlarged picture of the last
reunion; recognised some faces that I h*ve uot
seen for years, and noted faces
of others
whom I know it would be a pleasure to meet..
I hope that I may meet you all at the reuuion
sometime, and possibly 19. i.
Are the sisters beginning to study up spring
on

the story:
"You're hot as good a gal as you
■lght be," said tlie old age pensioner
bn one of the Sunshlners who went to
see him.

"Why?'

she

no

inquired.

"Waal, you go to church and en
denvor a lot, I know, but you don't
come often to see us old folk.”
"Why do you not come to church':''
she replied.
Yon ought to
“Oh. I don't know.
Nut and hold your Endeavor here."
said
the
visitor.
“We'll
“All right."
rome.”
went.
And they
The roads were bad, but a company
got together and held bright Christian
Endeavor meetings with the old man
and In several other homes. The most
sunshiny Endeavorers were always selected for leaders: the cloudy ones
Sr ere reserved for the church meet-

ings.
We do too little of this kind of Sunshine work.
A

Year of Progress.

With gratitude
Almighty God 1
record that the past year has been one
of unexampled progress and prosperity In the Christian Endeavor more
ment throughout the world.—Frincis
to

■.Clark.
I

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets are safe, sure and reliable, and have
been praised by thousands of women who
have been restored to health through their
gentle aid and curative properties. Sold
by all dealers.

half

hour

and

DEER I8U3.

was

enjoyed playing

games, etc.

Anothy Bye

and

a

song

by Brother

Bye.
New interest ia being felt in Seagirt
grange, and it ia hoped that we will still

gain

in

membership.

FLORAL 168, NORTH BUCK8PORT.
regular meeting of Floral grange
Feb. 21, one application was received.
Communications from National and State
granges in regard to the reciprocity treaty
were received.
The grange unanimously
voted that the petitions be tent to our
At the

senators

was

and

representatives.

At

the

286.
Feb. 27. Three
instrncted in the third

Deer Isle
candidates were
and fourth degrees. During recess
games
were
played and refreshments served.
Nineteen members and eleven visitors
from Seagirt grange were present.
A
short program of recitations and readings
was given.
The meeting was enjoyed by
all. It is hoped members of Seagirt will
be frequent visitors.
SCHOODIC, 42U, FRANKLIN.
Scboodic grange. No. 420, hi Id ita regular meeting March 2, with twenty-three
members present. After the usual business, the lecturer presented a short program including readings by Mrs. F. J.
Perkins, Maurice Fees, Ethel Clark, Edith
Butler, Frank Blaiadell end Tryphena
Clark, remarks by Harry Clark. A fine
program is arranged for the next meeting,
March 18.
_

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BKOOKSVILLK.
Rainbow grange met in regular aeaaion
March 3. with lorty-flve members present.
After work the lecturer presented a program. The grange voted to purchase fifty
more badges.
Visitors were present from
Harborside grange.
NICOL1N, 389. NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Xicolin grange held its regular meeting
March 4, with thirty-one members aud
one visitor
Two applications
present.

that the
things he’s learned
tiles
Finds fsvor in his employer's eyes;

ThtA

—

it pays to know

more

than

man

one

balloted

who

thing

well;
That it doesn't pay all he knows to tell.
Bo he works and waits, till, one fine day,
There's a better job with bigger pay;
And the men who shirked whenever they
could
Are bossed
by the man whose work made

good.
For the man who wins i9 the man who works,
Who neither labor nor trouble shirks;
Who uses his hands, his head, his eyes—
The man who wins is the man who tries.
Royal Trust Moat Alp.
—

Life Guar s.
The Life Guards are two regiments of
cavalry forming part of the British household
troops. They are gallaat soldiers, and every
loyal British heart is proud of them. Not
only the King’s household, but yours, ours,
everybody’s should have its life guards. The
need of them is especial'y great when the
greatest foes of life,diseases, finds allies in th^
very elements as colds, influenza, catarrh, the
grip, and pneumonia do in the stormy month
of March. The best way that we'know of to
guard against these diseases is to strengthen
the system wit a Hood's Barsapkrilla
the
greatest of all life guards. It removes the
conditions in which these diseases make
their most successful attack, gives vigor and
tone to all the vital organs and functions, and
imparts a genial warmth to the blood. Remember the weaker the system the greater
the exposure to disease. Hood's Sarsaparilla
makes the syatem strong.—Advi.
1

—

on.

The

lady

assistant stew-

resignation was accepted, and Minnie H. Danico was elected to the office and
installed by the worthy chaplain.
The following program was presented
bv Ihe lecturer pro tern.;
Mi (.town; readings, Sarah

Music, Alice A.
E. Maddocts,
Louise J. Moore; J. Artelle McOown,
F.
Hannah
Maddocka; alory, Harry L.
Wheelii
conundrums.
There will i« a nance and sapper at the
grange hall, "Tuesday evening, March 21.
267, SALISBURY COVE
mat Maroh 1, with a
large attendance. The evening waa'devoted to making arrangementi for the
drama which was presented Friday and
Saturday eVenings, and which proved a
sncceas financially and socially. Suppers
ware served, followed by a dance.
The
Actors, one aud all, deserve credit for the
manner in which the play a«B presented.
They had a crowded hawse. The committee in charge of the 'dining-room #lao
BAY VIEW,

Bay Viaw

merits

When asked agfieitlon he doas not ''gaess”;
He know ns. and answers "No" or “Yes”;
When set a task that the rest can’t do.
He hackles down till he’s put It through.
Three

given.

DRUB ISLE,
grange met

were

BeVerai hav* contributed articles connected with the origin and work of the
Bed Cross, and very soon we will have
a Red Cross column.
We lack the practical part, that is, how can to individual
help in the work now. Will some one tell
us? Later we shall also bring oar tributes
in memory of Sister B.
AUNT MAPQfe.

The letter fromjrba and the reoipes are
welcome.
1 can recommend the
brownies as fine, and do dotbt the lemon
pie will be equally £ood.

A

SOUTH

The program consisted of recitations by
Mrs.
Celeste
Knowlton,
Hendrick,
Winifred Bye, readings by Ida M. Pert

ard’s

hie-

most

PWv. i, VQi Matt, vi, 7; Matt.
Wrvi, 41; | for. a, 13; Jas. i. 13;
n Pet, M. 8; Rev. Ill, 10.

471,

Seagirt grange held its regular meeting
Feb. 25, with tweuty-f^ye present, including eight visitors from Deer Isle and one
from Sbeepscot Valley grange. The third
and fourth degrees were conferred on six
candidates. One proposal for membership
was received.
A supper was served to
thirty-four patrons, after which asocial

good number of letters spread
around, I said, “How rich I am in having
so many good nieces!”
A letter from M. A. B. sounds as though
a

I have been to see Eunice and had a lovely
call. It seems very nice to be welcomed by
one who is so cheerful and pleasant.
Through
her I have met another lady who came from
Maine, and who is interested in the M. B. C.,
and also glad to see Maine
people. I am invited to her home at West
Newbury. Don’t
you think her very kind to iuvtte a stranger
to visit her? Eunice has
promised to go with

as soon as

BkOwnibb—One-baii c«B fcatb of bttitbr,
flour, granulated sugar
chopped waluota.
two squares ehlfroiate melted; cream butter
anp sAgaj*, mix Yfl the rest of the ingreuients,

Headings.

As 1 have been

she and Eunice and other M. B.’s are developing reunions in Massachusetts. She
writes:

brown.

cake ten minutes.

can

you have given
make use of and seed-

are

and cake

were

5 the State lecturer

to be

kept.

Brother 1. M. Allen read the following,
resolutions which

the column and

had

Mock Lniioir Pin-Beat yolks of two eggs
with three tablespoons of vinegar, oue teaspoonful lemon extract, one and one-half cups
of hot water.
Mix together ihree-fourihs cup
sugar and two tablespoons flour, add to the
other and cook nutil thick. Pour into
tns
baked crust; beat tb$ whites for the top,
u

present help In

wc

things

thoughts we can deveioo.
arranging the material for

served.
will be here.
The grange has purchased a wardrobe
closet in which all tbe grange implements
cream

North Bluehiil.

testimony will help others meeting Feb. 28, tbe master was still abpublish it.”—Mrs. Ollie sent
by illness, and Past Master ChipWoodall, Morton’s Gap, Kentucky.
Backache is a symptom of organic man presided. The first and second deweakness or derangement.
If you grees were conferred. After recess a
have backache don't neglect it. To pleasing program of musie and readings

hear

walnuts.
you all happiness

soreness

I think your medicine is grana and I
praise it to all my neighbors. If you

There are no
Thanks for the poem.

some

V

washing and everything,
the backache any more.

Dear Aunt Madtje.
Here comes another shame-faced niece, who
has not been doing her part to help ont on
the M. B. column. I am sending in this a
little poem which I think Dell will perhaps
appreciate. I am not a white ribbon wearer,
but I always feel like holding Dell’s “bonnet
strings’’ when she expresses her good
thoughts on the subject.
I want to tell you that my John has lately
pnrchasad naa home in Kennebunk. and we
are to more to it the coming week.
We are
▼ery happy in our prospect. Yon will ail rejoice with me 1 hope. Gan Anal Madge tell
me if we have any “couaina" living there?
Will some one of the Mutuals suggest a
color scheme for a dining-room? We are going to have ours renewed. How can I get the
best results? ’Tis about house-cleaning time,
and yon are all full of good ideas, so will
some one help me to plan this room, please?
And will some one tel) ms What flowers to
plant, to ha7e an old-fashioned garden, aucb
as our grandmothers used to have?
1 wish I could welcome all the M. B. sisters
in my own home some day, with Aunt Madge
as chaperon.
With love to all.
Sell.
to

me,

own work,
and never have

five.

Very glad

Morton’s Gap, Kentucky.—"I suffered two years with female disorders.
my health was very
bad and I had a
continual backache
which was simplv
awful. I could not
stand on my feet
long enough to cook
a meal's Yi c tua Is
without my back

in each side, could not
stand tight clothing, and was irregular.
I was completely run down. On advice I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills and
am enjoying good health.
It is now
more than two years and I have not
had an ache or pain since. I do all my

patiently

And the spider still sits in his basement
Lying in wait for the souls of men.

DATES.

Saturday, May 6-Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Halcyon grange,
SEAGIRT,

it.

Dwight staple*; singing, Dorothy Cole;
mother goose melodies, by all; recitation
Forrest Cloesow; singing, Florence Allen;
recitation, Helen Cole; singing, Harriet
Fsrvear; recitation, Frederick Cole;
singing, Elisabeth Cole; recitation, Harold
BtapJes; conondrams, all tbe children;
j original reading, Florence Allen; recitarecess icej tion, Lawreooe Ferguson. At
May

Lydia E. Pinkham’s

lu-ar

pleating

The column la open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, hut names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

Vegetable Compound

had

live,
dear household treasures

Cared by

h&rrilv

a cleaner room:
But, then, men are fearful—a little afraid.
In fact—on the spider to make a raid;
Twould stir up excitement, and spiders must
our

THAT
AWFUL
BACKACHE

manner:
Instrumental music,
Florence Allen; singing, all; recitation,

Granger#.

tljt

Thto column la devoted to the Orange, esP«Wlj to the granges of Hancock county.

and I would have
such dragging sensations I could

broom,
Perhaps you might make

80

3mong

nearly killing

The marble halls are smooth and white.
The den is blazing with flood of light.
Behind the bar the spider stands.
There’s not a wise man in the land
But will lose his head and become a fool
If he yields himself to the spider’s rule.
There is not a man so strong and brave
But the spider will dig him a shameful grave.
There is not s youth so noble and fadr
But will learn to drink and gamble and swear
In the spider's den, but do not, pray.
Dare to dispute the spider’s sway.
If you sweep the aeu with the law's strong

As

jqnj

I

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of ibis column ere *uoolnctly
stated in the title and motto—It ts for the mutual
benefit, and aims t*» ;>e nelpful ant hopeful
Being f *r the com non good. It Is far the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Ins
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and Us success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Com
raunleatlons must be signed, but the name o»
writer will not be printed except by perm sa»«*n
Communications will be *uT»ieet to approvalor
rejection by the editor of the column, but non*
will berejectc'i without good reason. Address
all communications to
THK \ UF.HICaK,
K1 is worth. Me.

I get

JhHs will adfgydu
bible

“4UBT HADQB”.

pies to-morrow, and the brownies

And Bfe will
•any time of trouble.
sltaw His saving power to every Reart
that cries to Him ia the hour of Its
temptation. In
Jjour of teropta-

f

Molto:

BT

grange

praise.

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
One of the must enjoyable of she meetings of Hancock Pomona so tar 'this year
was held with Verona grange at Bnckaport Saturday. There was Koch a Urge
gathering that they were obliged to hire
There were more of the
Emery hall.
regular officers present than at any meeting tail year.
Alter the usual Maiabss an able address
of welcome was given by Bro. Freeman
Smith. J. M. Hutchins waa called upon
to respond, whioh he did in his usual

were

adopted:

Since it has been the will of the Divine
Master to again enter our ranks ami call
hence one of our oldest members. Brother
Parker Billings, therefore, be it
Retnived, That in the death of Brother Bllliugs. Bedgwick grange has lost a worthy
and consistent member, and the family a loving husband and father.
Reavloed, That this solemn admonition impresses it Upon our minds to be ever ready, as
one after another is called from our ranks
to go up higher, for we soon shall follow
across the mystic river.
Rraolvtd, That we, as members, extend our
heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family.
R solved. That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family, that they be spread
upon our records, aud tbit our charter be
draped for thirty days, also a copy sent to Tub
Ellsworth Ambrican for publication.
I. M. Allk.n,
K. P. Allbn,
Lois Paub,
Committee.
__

HARBORSIDE, 478. SOUTH BROOK* VILLE.
Harboraide grange met March 1, with

thirty-three

members and three visitors

After business the grange was
turned over to the lecturer, who presented
present.

an

interesting program

conundrums and

of

pravincTof

•armor In chtaf of th*
Massachusetts Bap la 1002.
Da**
hta administration th* terrible
witchcraft
against
raced for some
teen months.
When his own wttr
waa
named as
Lady Phlps.
baring a
ereined the powers of witchcraft
fnr
William began to view this whole
ter
rlble madness In a new light, and
he
put a stop to all trials and discharged
the prisoners then awaiting trial
The Way It Happened.
Brother Lobetock—How did
y* all
got yo1 nose busted? Brother Ttnan1 done Rllpped down an' plumb lit
on
Brother Lobetock
my hack.
r^
name o' good news, sab, yo’ now
located on yo' bnck! Brother
Tump..
No, sab, an’ needer was Broader
Wack.-Puck.

Ambiguous,
"Why did yon s|>end so much aisser

on your wife’s funeral?' asked a
m»u
of a neighbor.
“Ah. sir." waa the reply, “she warn.)
bare done as much* for me and mtr.
too. with pleasure."

8lnoarlty.

Be resolutely and faithfully
wbatyou
are; be humbly rvbat you aspire ta hr
Man's noblest gift to man Is bis .fc,!
eertty, for it embraces bis integrity
hlso.-Thorean.
Too Buay Far R*p*ntanca.
Singleton—l?o yon believe in the all
adage about marriage In haste nad w
pent at leisure? Wedderly—No, I don't
After a man marries he has no lelsarr
—Smart Set.

music, reading,

speeches.

Wednesday, March 15, the

be tilled oy tbe original
who will exemplify the

Tim* t* Mali* * Chang*.
Mr William Phlp* waa appaiatM

chairs are to
charter members

degrees.

Why lln Quit Her Job.
A lady of my acquaintance In Tokyo,
says a writer In tbe World Wide Magazine. possessed s valuable servant of
somewhat mature years who rejoiced
in tbe poetic name of Obaru San—
"Tbe Honorable Miss Spring.”
One day Mlsa Spring brought In
luncheon aa usual. All seemed serene;
there was not a shadow of a cloud in
tbe domestic sky. Bat at teatime no
tea appeared; neither. In answer to
calls at first patient and afterward
Impatient, did Obaru. After awhile
tbe lady went herself to tbe back regions and found—desolation. The charcoal box waa filled with gray ashes,
tbe kettle cold. Half the luncheon
plates lay Immersed In a bowl of
soapy water; the other half stood on
the sink ready to be pnt away. Oharu
herself simply was not
The next mornlug, however, she reappeared, very much on her company
manners, with a clean kimono and her
hair done In a shining bun to denote
the state of a matron, demanding the
fragment of wages doe to her since tbe
beginning of the mdfitlt. The lady expostulated and uskcd why the servant
was leaving thus suddenly.
••Oh," replied Obaru, "Just ns I was
washing the plates yesterday I remembered that Salto San, the [utwubroker,
wanted a wife. Therefore 1 went out
and married him.”
Unjustly Accused.
Andrew
Carnegie, when talking
about the Scotch dialect once, said:
"Scotch dialect Is a lingo hard to nn
derstand. and it often causes awkward
mistakes.
Once an American divine
speut Christmas in a highland Inn. On
Christmas morning he gave the maid
a Up of a sovereign, and be said, looking earnestly at her, for she was a
pretty maid:
‘Do yon know, Kathleen, you are
a very good looking lassie?
“Of courae Kathleen was pleased,
but. being 'modest, she blushed like s
rose and answered:
'Ah, na! Ah, na! But my kissing,
sir, tsbeautiful!’
•"t\e divine frowned.
'Leave
the room, you
wicked
ytiung baggage!' he s^ld sternly.
“lie didn’t know, you see, thst modest Kathleen bad been simply praising
in ber highland dialect the superior
charms of her cousin Janet of Peebles.”

Philosophic Tea.
The famous Adam Smith bad all the
proverbial abeeutmlndedness of the
philosopher. An amusing story of him
is told in Mr. Fyvie's book. “Noble
Dames and Notable Men of the Georgian Era.” "Mr. Darner, It appears,
called one morning upon the Scottish
philosopher Just as he was preparing
his breakfast. As they talked the
learned man took a piece of bread and
butter in bis hand and, after rolling
it round and round, popped it into bis
pleasing manner.
teapot and poured the boiling water
The topic, “Does the teaching in onr upon It
Darner watched with quiet
schools tend toward or away from the amusement without
drawing attention
farm?” was opened by Siater Joanna Dur- to this peculiar
proceeding, and presgain, followed by many of the brothers ently he had bis reward, for when
and sisters. State Master Stetson gave an Adam Smith
poured himself out a cup
interesting address.
of this queer decoction and tasted it
The degree of Pomona waa conferred be quite
Innocently remarked to his
upon a class of thirty-five. Special men- visitor that it was the worst tea he
tion should be made of the fine dinner, had ever met with.”
which waa served in Odd Fellows hall.
-The Pomona will meet with Halcyon
Net Stealing.
-grange at North Biuehill, May 8.
David Belasco delicately dissected a
certain playwright one evening at a
BKDOWICK, 244.
dinner given by the former to some of
March 3 Sedgwick grange held ita reg- hia friends of
the theatrical profession.
ular meeting.
Eighty members present This playwright is successful and
proand visitors from Rainbow and Messa- duces
many plays, but, it is admitted,
paqua granges. One member waa reoeived owes
ail
bis best ideas to ethnearly
by demit and three applications were re- ers.
ceived. It being children’s night, about
“One night the playwright Imagined
twenty children were present. The fol- that he beard a noise In his
house,"
lowing program was carried ont in a said Mr. Belasco. "He
lighted a lamp,
went downstairs, searched his
library,
Do you parlor, dining room and kitchen, then
Are you frequently hoerae?
have that annoying
tickling in your went to the butler’s pantry and there
throalT Do.s your cough annoy y-u at discovered a masked mat kneeling
night, and do you raise mucous in the over the chest of silverware. v
“‘Aha!’ aaid he uakiiy. -Stealing?
morning? Do you want relief? If so, take
Chamberlain’s Cough Reaaedy and you
‘Oh. no,’ replied 'the burglar calmwill be pleased. Bold by all dealers.
ly. ‘I’m only wUpting.’

If

gave assistance to each other
would be In want of fortuneMenander.
we

no one

Know Ho Woo Worthioed.
"In Paris Mr. Whistler and an
tag.
liah palmer got Into a very turbelat
argument about Velasquez at a studio
tea." said ao artist. “Mr. Whistler at
one point in the argument praised Mbself extravagantly.
The Eagllshaam.
listening, sneered and said at the rtf
"
‘It's a good thing we can't see ear
selves as others see us.'
"
'Isn't it though?' said Mr. Whlstfer
‘I know In my case I should grow in-

tolerably conceited.’
Theology and tho Thermometer
A point of theology Is rained by glr
Francis Younghusband In ’‘India and
Tibet"
"An Interesting detail.’’ he
says, speaking of the religion of the
natives. “Is that their bell Is not hat,
but cold.
If it were hot the Inhabit
ants of frozen Tibet would all lock
there."
Clever Auntie.
Traveler—It seems wonderful dwt
Japanese' dentists can take oat teeth
with
tbetr
Little Jartfingers.
Auntle can take out bers with her
tngers—every one of 'em!
Perfection.
Perfection docs not exist. To naderstand It Is the triumph of hmnaa latelllgenco; to desire to possess it Is (Jie
most dangerous kind of madness -Alfred de Musset.
Bln every day takes out a pates! for
new Invention
Whipple

some

SMurttsruums

Cured

Splin^
“I have nted
Sloan's Liniment on
a fine mare (or splint
and cared her. This
makes the third
hone

lee

cured.

Hare recommended ft to my neighbors for thrush and they say it is 6 n*
I find ft the beet liniment I era
used.
1 keep on band yout Sate
Colic Care for myself and neigh
bora, and I can certainly recommend ft for Colic.”—S. EL Smith,
McDonough, Ga.

Curad Thrush.

Mr. R. W. Parish, of Bristol
Ind.,R. No. a, writes:—'-I hare used

lots bf your Liniment for horses and
myself. It Is the best Liniment is
the world. I cored one of my horses
of thrush. Her feet were rotten;
the frogs came out; she laid dorrs
most of the time.
I thought she
would die. but I used the liniment
as directed and she neTcr lies dowt
in the daytime now."

SLOANS.

LINIMENT

should be in every stable and applied at the first sigrwof lamene*
You don’t ileed tp rub, it penetrate*
•Will kill a span*

curb

or

splint, J
p°®

duce wind
•

and swollen join^
and is a sure asd
speedy remedy
fistula, sweetie*
founder and thrusk*
Price, 60c. and V
*
Sloan’s boo1!

•■><2

hareM. cattle.
a?Hf poultry
f*M. Addre*

Dr. Bari 8. 81«U>
leston.

I

««te.

Minnesota and Nebraska nave

wbh°!h .°f *£rlCRl,'Ire

111 connecUon
with their agricultural
college*. Tbe*o
doing good work, but they
reaching only a small proportion are.
o/
the farm boys and
girls.
One such
school to a state is not
enough
The Ideal secondary school is
located
from
the
away
heart of the city. It
bas a liberal piece of land
in connection with It. To be successful
it must
be surrounded by
etiough of a farm
to give it a rural flavor.
As a rule
these
secondary schools are doing
their work well.
They have ruthlessly cut out the classics and the dead
languages. They have substituted
studies that help to fit the
boys and
girls for life on the farm.
A large
share of the study of books is done
sway with and the study of living
things substituted. The schools are
well equipped with laboratories. Tbe
student works with corn,
scoring,
placing and testing. Judging corn is
are

XURural

Education—Sec-

ondary Schools.
f y c. V. GIREGOKY.
|L#pr

.Bi„

1810, by American Pres* Asaoelation.)

tie past the 97 per cent of the
rural Iwys nil girls who never
attended college have scarcely
revel vc-d their share of nttentlcn.
aollege has been developing leadhat the rank and 01c have been
neglected Only recently lias the need
for the great
of industrial education
been recognized.
yeas of the people
How that the necessity Is seen steps
ers,

as

fascinating

u

game

ns

ever

a

boy

I was Bitting in a railway station
waiting for a train. A man sat near

but I didn't look at bim. All I remembered afterward was l bat be was
a man.
Presently I turned and saw
on
the seat where be bad been a
me.

rectangular package.

I looked about
for its owner, but could see no one
who appeared to have missed it.
i
took it up. not doubting for a moment
that the person who bad left it would
come back for It.
But although 1 remained there some time no one came.

engaged in. Even more interesting is Thee I opened the package, which
the stock Judging.
proved to be n box containing jewels.
Few of the schools can afford to It was plain to me that they were of
keep a complete line of live stock, considerable value.
It was but neighboring farmers are always !
to meet It
While I was looking at them two ;
tie boing taken
to supply the deficiency. Then men came
tboagtit at Orst that the country boy ready
up to me. Seeing them apthere nre the machinery laboratories,
.proaeh. I closed the box, but they told {
could obtain all the education ne need- where
the
learn
hoys
some
of
the
me to open it, nnd as soon as they
ed In a city high school. That idea Is
simpler principles of mechanics as ap- saw its contents congratulated each
The city high
fsst being outgrown.
plied to farm machinery. It puts a other on finding, as they expressed it,
soboo) was not created to meet the boy ou his mettle to be turned loose
the “Huntington Jewels.”
They beyords of the country boy. and It con- on a pile of castings and told to put lieved the story I told them of how
to him.
that
High
them
Utile
appeals
her
to form a binder.
toget
The I had come into their possession, "for,”
ftins
Intricacies of a gasoline engine keep
they said, “the man who has stolen
him working after hours. The study them would not be
examining them
of the growth of plants takes the place In a
public place.” They bad received
of the study of classified botany. The orders to watch this station for the
boy learns the names of the different thief, and he. doubtless suspecting
weeds and how to tell their seeds that he would not be
permitted to
apart. He learns their habits and the leave It without being searched. In
best ways of combating them.
He order to avoid being caught with the
makes a collection of Insects and plunder on him had left It on the sent.
learns which ones are harmful and
"Let ns act like friends met by
which innocent
chance,” said one of them, “for the
He Is dealing with life, the kind of fellow Is doubtless watching ns. bis
life that he has known ever since he Intention being to shadow you and
was old
enough to know anything. trick you out of them."
At last he is learning the answers to
So I put the box in my pocket, and
that big "why” that has bothered him the two men went a way. I remained
He has a few minutes longer, then left the staever since lie could walk.
found the education that is suited to tion nnd went home. I was quite snre
bis needs and bis inclinations. It Is I was followed not only by the thief,
an education in tbe ways of nature
but by the two detectives, but whethrather than in the ways of man. It is er the former knew anything about
I had not
an education that is fitting him to live the latter I did not know.
best the life that be knows most been at home ten minutes when there
a
was
ring at my doorbell and the
about.
He may not care much about col- detectives entered.
“Well.” said the spokesman. "I think
lege. Hls mind may falter at geometrical propositions and quadratic wo may at once turn In the Jewels.
equations. But he can understand the The thief doubtless has marked your
proposition of soil fertility and crop house and will try. either by diploGUIs* l.SARNISO 10 B O It BAM MAE MO AT
rotation. He can work out the equa- macy or stealth, to get possession of
A POMBBTIO SOIBNCE SCBOOU
You'd better be prepared for
tion of protii and loss In raising calves. them.
school principals have too long arThe greatest mission of any form of him tonight: be may break In to your
ranged their courses of study for tbe education Is to teach people how to house and try to get them by force.”
“I'm
always prepared for such
t per cent of their pupils wbo will go live. Not only must It teach them how
a
to college, Ignoring tbe needs of the
to live well, bnt It will be successful things,” I replied, and, pulling out
from a cabinet, I took up a six
other 97 per cent.
directly In proportion to the number It drawer
shooter.
Bard as this system was on tbe boy reaches. The professional colleges have
"Good for you,” said one of the men.
with seIn loom, it was harder still on the had to encompass themselves
"I don’t think any one breaking Into
that
their
In
order
restrictions
vere
There was nothing In
country t>oy.
Let me
house will get much.
professions might not become over- your
the high school course that was con
have the Jewels. I'll take them to the
education
With
crowded.
agricultural
aected even remotely with his life ou
police station, and If you’ll call tomorIs no such fear.
the farm. Most of his time was given there
row I dare say you'll be paid a handU not in getting too
The
danger
to smtnemuttes. Latin, Herman, etc.,
some reward by the owner.”
U
to
The
enough.
mneh.
get
problem
with perhaps a little music and art
“All right.” I replied, "but you must
has
education
agricultural
thrown In.
Tbe mathematics were a Secondary
give me some evidence that you’re aubecause
successful
been
phenomenally
help In developing his mind and teachthorized to receive them.”
It teaches |>eople the things they want
"Authorized!” exclaimed the spokesing him to think. The Larin and Uersuch
edunot
take
do
to know.
They
bus were of little value except to the
"We have found you in possesman.
that
It
on
the
cation
general theory
i per cent who expected to enter colsion of the property, and it’s our duty
see
for
can
for
them.
U good
They
But
to run you In with the Jewels.
lege. The mualc probably was given
themselves that It Is good. They can
by a teacher wbo couldn't sing half see It In the Increased corn yields you've tolil so straight a story that we
If
so well as tbe meadow larks at home
don't wish to Inconvenience you.
the boys who have been
and the art by one wbo couldn't draw grown by
you don’t give up the stolen goods
the
school
to
such
a
graduated from
we'll have to take you nlong.”
a eow or a pig to save bis life.
farm.
They can see It from the Im“I'll go with you willingly.” 1 said.
The worst part of tbe high school
of
stock that takes the place
For the first time a suspicion came
from the farm boy's standpoint was proved
he
which
the bony specimens with
to me that
possibly these detectbe attitude toward work In general
They
once would have been satisfied.
When
a
hole.
and farm work In
particular. The can see it In the pride with which be tives might put me In
I said that I would go willingly they
bt»y« and girls were encouraged to preWeeps up bis fences and yards.
It seemed to
gave each other a look.
pare for college In order that they
The girl is given almost as large a
didn't wish me to go
me that
they
Blight get through life more easily,
in the secondary school as the
though perhaps they were not told so place
w11tj them: they preferred to take the
boy. She is taught the art and tbe gems themselves. They went Into anIn ao many words. The teachers talkShe gets a
science of bomemnking.
ed of the farm as a good place to
for consultation. This
other room
come from pcrha|>e, but carried the
proved to me conclusively rnai iney
Idea that farming was not a worthy
not detectives, but very likely
were
calling for a boy with ambition. Everyhad themselves stolen the Jewels, that
thing he beard or learned pointed
they had feared arrest and had taken
sway from the farm and toward the
this method of getting their plunder
city. Not only was the farm boy deWhen they returnout of the station.
nied any knowledge of the farm, but
ed I had slipped the revolver up my
he was taught to see the bright side
One of them stepped to the
sleeve.
of every other calling and the dark
telephone and called for a carriage.
aide of his own. It was little wonder
Now. If he had called for a police
that he left the farm at the end of Ills
patrol wagon I should have known
high school course.
that he was a bona fide officer. As It
sue mgn scnoois are coming to pay
knew he wasn't: that they
was. I
vastly more respect to the 97 percent
were going to pretend to take me In n
tlietr pupils. They are realizing the
carriage to a station, but really to setruth of the statement that the educacure the Jewels on the way.
tion which Increased a boy's waute
When the carriage arrived I had
without increasing his earning capacibarked Into a corner.
They told me
ty is a failure. Courses in carpentry,
to come with them, hut Instead of do•hop work and mechanics have been
ing so I shouted “Hands up!'' nnd
Put in.
The whole attitude of the
pointed my weapon toward them. Forbluh school is changing, and more attunately they were very near together
tention is being paid to preparing stunnd I could cover both at one time.
dents for life than to preparing them
One of them put Ills hands up nt once,
for college.
The students are being
»
bnt the other made n move of his
IBSi..::-..■■
taught that it is an honor to work
I shivered the hand
hand to Ids hip.
with their hands. The girls are being
DAISY
STUDENTS TESTING MILK IN A
with a bullet, and the bloody hand
taught domestic science aud home ecoLAliOUATOBY.
Then, backing
went up immediately.
nomics. in sl'mt. the high Bctiool has
truer and saner, view of life than to the telephone. I held both men In
•oen Its
opportunity and is grasping It. would be possible In a city school. position while I called up the police.
in all this
development the country She uas a greater sense of Its responSly two detectives were In a box. I
tx>.v has been left out
The atmosof could kill them If they moved, and if
phere of the high school is still that sibilities and a fuller appreciation
Its pleasures.
they didn't make n move to get away
of the
city. A few have attempted to
While the first aim of the secondary they would go to the perfitentiary. But
teach agriculture, aud some have succhoice between
ceeded. It has become plain, however, agricultural school Is to teach the boy It was with them a
hh“t a school located on a block of to wring Increased profits from the death nnd prison, and they chose prissoil and the girl to use these profits In on. In a few minutes a patrol wagon
In the heart of a etty cannot hope
to teach
building up a better borne, its func- dashed up to the bouse and several
agriculture with the greatest
degree of success. With that realiza- tion does not end there. The cultural poll'emen, carrying cocked revolvers,
tion has come the
side of the student's education is not rarae In.
secondary agricul“Hello, Tom Dugan!" said the Bertural school. Such schools are all too
neglected. He Is given something of
ew as
English, for an understanding of his gen nt in command. “Ca"gbt again!
yet. but their numbers are Increasing rapidly as the demand for native tongue and an ability to use It And yon. Pete Miller! I thought you
well are essential to u farmer who were working the. west.”
grows.
Some are supported by
-•
I had captured the Huntington Jewwould be considered educated. He Is
e°unties, some by the states and
for no els.
'me
privately. Some of the denoral- given something of history,
The property
Bnt this wasn’t all.
so broaden and deepen the
atlonai and
preparatory schools have study can
thousand dolvery successful In teaching agrlsprings of human thought as history. was worth a hundred
vuiiure. Georgia hss eleven district He Is given public speaking and learns lars. and there was a reward offered
This reward, with
Dame Fortune holds of ten thousand.
^cultural schools that are doing to talk well.
for I had risked
if™*1 Wor* In educating tbs rank many good things in reserve for the a bonus, was paid me.
"* **• °f the tntuM
my life la retaining them.
firm of tbs men who can talk.
--
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A Buttered Book.
How the Itev. Mr. Johnston, a Scottish minister and the author of numerous books, succeeded in getting
one of his works reviewed by Alexander Russel, the distinguished editor
of the Scotsman, Is told by the writer
of “Famous Editors."
A member of Mr. Johnston's congregation was an old and valued servant
In Mr. Russel's family.
When the
preacher published his new book be
asked this member to bring it under
the notice of her master, with the reguest to review it in the columns of
the Scotsman.
Glad to he of service
to her master, the good woman lost
no time in making her wish known to
the celebrated editor and next morning placed “The Gospel Roll" beside
his breakfast cup.
When at breakfast Mr. Russel took
up the book and remarked, with a
merry twinkle In his eye, “Helen, this
Is an awful dry roll which you have
given me this morning.”
"Perhaps it Is, sir.” the servant
quickly replied, “but you can butter
it weel on both sides.”
Next morning an excellent review

Unexpected Guests
J

Conkling and Thurman.
Senator Roacoe Conkling was once
addressing the senate in an impassioned manner and seemed to direct his
At
remarks to Senator Thurman.
length the latter got irritated.
“Does the senator from New York,”
he roared, “expect me to answer him
every time he turns to me?"
For a moment Mr. Conkling hesitated. and everybody expected a terrific
explosion. Then, with an air of exquisite courtesy, he replied:
“When I speak of the law I turn to
the senator from Ohio as the MussulI turn to
man turns toward Mecca.
him as I do to the English common
law as the world's most copious fountain of human jurisprudence.”
The usually decorous senate broke
into a storm of applause, and the
Thurman eye moistened a little. The
two statesmen
were
the best of
friends and greatly enjoyed each other’s society when "off duty.”

The Gordian Knot.
The famous Gordian knot was made
of leather taken from some part of
the harness belonging to the chariot of
It seems
Gordius, king of Phrygia.
that this knot was so tied that the
ends of the leather thong were not visible. hence the difficulty in loosening
it. Many must have tried to untie It,
for Its fame as a ••sticker" at last
reached the great oracle, which declared that the lucky experimenter should
be rewarded by the kingship of PerAlexander, trying his hand and
sia.
meeting with no better success than
the others, drew his sword and cut
into the kuot uutii he found the ends

the

drop in?

man.

when

refrigerator empty
Solve the

they

problem by

Call the butcher

phone.

appeared.

A Wetter if Not a Better Man.
A little man in the west of England
rushed to the river last summer, swearing loudly that he would drown himWhen he had waded in to
self.
the depth of his waist his wife, who
had followed him, seized him by the
hair, and then, as a local editor described it. she led him back till he
reached a place where the water was
about two feet deep, where she pulled
him over backward and soused him
under and pulled his head up again.
went),
“Drown yourself (down he
leaving me to father the brats'. (An(Jet drunk (another
other plunge.)
(Ansouse) and start for the river!
Better use the water inother dip.)
shake
and
stead of rum! (Another dip
of the head.) i'll I’arn ye to leave me
After sozzling him to her
a widow!”
heart's content she led him out a
wetter if not a better man and escorted him into the house and closed the
door.

S

tele-

or

the grocery-

Tell him about yqur

predicament.

Before the table is

set you will have what

you want.
With

Bell

a

prepared

telephone

for these

of your

Markets

emergencies.

hundreds of miles away

are

always

are

you

within reach

telephone.

New

England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

ms
M/

If my word had any weight, I could give the Essex
I consider a good testimony.
It must take
The first year I used just an average amount of
in two years.
the Potato Root and Vegetable Fertilizer, and got well paid in YV
Then in the spring I got
!■
the crop of potatoes of that season.
lV
some seed corn of a neighbor, and planted it upon this piece after
dressing the land lightly or about the same as the same neighbor II
About the time my corn was in silk, this
11
dressed his com land.
neighbor wanted to see my corn, and when he saw it, he declared II
it was never his com seed for he said it never grew so rank. Now II
this land had not been fitted for a big story nor even a big crop, IM
but was an old field just barely worth mowing over.”
f|
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J. F. BRIDGES,
South Parsonsfield, Maine,
Essex Fertilizers do more than nourish the present crop—they
build up run down land for succeeding seasons.
Write today for our book of Fertilizer information.

ESSEX FERTILIZER COMPANY,
39 North Market

g^^M
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jdBnB&SSk

Street,

BOSTON.

of It.
_

Right to tho Point.
When the lord chief Justice visited
Ireland be was often entertained by
a hospitable gentleman who had an old
butler, who took the privilege of speaking bis mind freely. On one occasion
the claret did not quite meet the host’s
approval, so he called the ancient butler aDd said:
“1 told you you were to put the best
claret on the table. Is this the bestf
-No. sorr. it is not the best claret.”
replied the old fellow, "hut It’s the
beat ye’ve got”—London Tit-Bits.

V^Si;'6 CATARRH'
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the__
Head quickly. lie|| iU ET%fPB
stores the Be uses of flHY • CeW WlV
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drug*
gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents
Ely Brothers, 5G Warren Street, New York*

ff>Fe?t*-rt'seared aJil free repor

u

free advice, flow to obtain patents, trade maika,
copyrights, eto., ||M ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct v:\th Washington screes tune,
money and often the patent.

ISrawiSrorphoto.

Patent and Infringement Practice Exclualvely.
Write or
Hlath

SIS

come

to

us

Btnat1 opp.

at

(Tpltul

MW

htBt «««.,
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C Wallace; school committee man, Edward
TOWN MKBTING8.
F Young; road commissioner, £. F*
Officers Elected and Appropriations,
Walker; constables, Wilbur C Wallace,
Voted ia Hancock County Towns,
Nathan H Boynton, A E Bftrgent, William
umowick.
K Salabury.
and
selectmen
T
A
Smith;
Moderator,
Schools, f400; textAppropriations
assessors, J H Hooper, Jamee B Gray;
books, 975; schoolhouse repairs, fl40;
H
H
N
F
Smith;
clerk,
Dority; treasurer,
roads and bridges, 9500; State road, f200;
collector, E A Byard; school committee
poor, 975; current and contingent, flOO;
Eben
E
J
road
commissioner,
man,
Byard;
Memorial day, 910. Total, |2^00.
A Hinckley; town agent, J W Paris.
Lamoine has no liabilities; net cash astextAppropriations
Schools, |B00;
sets, 9500.
roads
school
books, $180;
supplies, $200;
8TONINQTON.

STATE SO LONS.
favors, If *ny, Mug with tbs republiThe democrats carried the city
for mayor by the narrow margin of Legislative News of Interest to Henrock County Renders.
twelve votee, and eaoh party elected
Senator Mayo, of Hancock, last Wednestwo aldermen, the vote in ward four
day sprang a surprise on the fishermen by
being a tie. In this ward, however, offering an amendment to his bill
relating
the hold-over alderman, George W.
to wharves and fish weirs, and a substitute
and
will
rea
republican,
Patten, is
bill in place o! the herring bill accepted
tain his seat in the board until after by the Senate.
tbe special election on March 20.
Favorable committee reports have been
returned on bill to incorporate the Winter
Harbor Light Co., bill to grant certain
An Extra Session Called.

£ t*e ^Ueujorth American.

cans.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
rVBLllHIO
WIBT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
■t m

eAMOOOK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
P. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H TiTUi*. Associate Editor.

HaaMptftoa Price—#2 00 a year; $1.00 lor six
■taliw; 90 cents for three months; If aid
Holly la advance, $1 9»>, 79 and 98 cents
Hpocllrely Single copies 9 cents. All ar*
are

reckoned

at

the

rate

and

bridges, $1,000; sidewalks, $100;

State

—

—

j

—

Moderator, Sumner P Mills; selectmen
and' assessors, John E Small, Thomas F
Barbour, J H Sweetser; clerk, Elmer E
Crockett; treasurer, Fred E Webb; collector, D Jewett Noyes; school committee,
J E Small, E J Carter, S P Mills; road
commissioner, Calvin Ames; truant officer and janitor, John Annis; constables,
Stephen Sellers, Homer Long, Arthur
Webb, William Annis.

PENOBSCOT.
selectmen and
assessors, M C Devereux, M L Heath, A
W Perkins; clerk, A P Leach; treasurer,
M A Ward well; collector, Roy F. Leach;
school committee men, W L Gray, 8 F
Ward well;
road commissioner, 8
G
Varnum; town agent, M C Devereux; constables, 8 G Varnum, S F Ward well.

Moderator, M L Heath;

textApproprations —Schools, ffiOO;
books, 9200; schoolhouse repairs, 9250;
roads and bridges, 91*500; sidewalks, |100;
poor, 9700; current and contingent, 9500;
debt, 9600; interest f80; snow, 9400. Total,
96,656.
EDEN.

—

—

Appropriations

three decades ia far enough removed
from the present hour to give a proper
perspective, it is entirely safe to say
that the name of Eugene Hale, of
Maine, will stand forth high among
those others of the great men who
have served their country in its legislative halls.

Net profit to Merchants’ association account.
#904 54
Respectfully submitted,
W. A. A lex and an, chairman.
Roy C. Haines, secretary.
E. F. Robinson, Jk., treasurer.
H. B. Estby.
C. I. Staples.

The committee also makes the following
statement:
We feel especially indebted to the Standard
Oil Oo. for the presentation of the oil range,
the (ieutrsee Pure Food Co. for a case of jelio,
and the N. K. Fairbanks Co. for their “Fairy”

The Municipal Election.
-The election Monday demonstrated
pin trays.
Cenclusively that one man cannot
Aside from the demonstrators, we apprein
the
mar
party
or
republican
make
ciate most fully the kindness of the Alt.
is
strength
Kebo Spring Water Co. through their ageut,
Bilaworth—that political
not al- C. E. Bnrrili, who furnished pare drinking
often overestimated, and will
We also recognize
water during the week.
teat when submitted to
ways stand the
the kindness of the New England Teiepnone
the
of
people.
A Telegraph Co. for the special telephone
the vote
The great mass of silent, independ- service supplied the fair.
We beg to extend, through the colamus of
both
of
incorruptible voters,

ent,

republican tendenui-s,
democratic
this year.
was with tbs republicans
was gaining
The republican ticket
and

each day, and had the
ne« aupportera
a week longer, the rebeen
campaign
are confident their victory

publicans

would have been decisive.
As it

is,

honors are

divided,

the

Thb Aukkk'an, our siucere thanks and appreciation to all those who so kiudly assisted
the committee in making the fair such a
triumphal success. We thank each and
every exhibitor, our meroh tuts, the press. in-i
eluding Thb Ellswobth American, Bangor
Neis*, ommercial, Ellsworth Enterprise, and
the general public, who caught up the magnetic “boost” spirit and crowned the fair with
a record attendance.

at

books, $250; school supplies, £20; schoolrepairs, $175; roads and bridges,
$375; poor, $350; current and contingent,
$650. Total, $2,420.

William F. Jude, who is practicing law
Castiue, called on friends here last

Stephen Cole,

assessors,

Charles

Tracy,

John Hammond; cleric, John Noonan;
L P Cole;
treasurer,
collector, Asa
Stevens; school committee, C L Tracy, J A
Hill, Fred Tracy: road commissioners'
William Stevens, 8 E Coffin, Frank Kolfe.
Appropriations Schools, fl.500; textbooks, $250; schoolbouse repairs, 1300;
roads and bridges, fl.500; State road. f400;
f300; current snd contingent, fl,000;
poor,
Memorial day, •36; overdrawn on roads,
fl35. ToUl, f6,410.
—

OBITUARY.
MRS. JOHN MALONE.

Hannah Batterbury,
widow* of John
died
of
Malone,
paralysis, Friday,
March 3, at her residence on upper Main
street, aged seventy-two years and elevan
months. She leaves one daughter—Mrs.
Mrs. Isaac
George Munroe; one sister
McLean, of Cambridge, Maw., and three
grandchildren-John M. Munroe,Margaret
Harrigan and Hannah Frances Malone.
Mrs. Malone had been an invalid for
years, and during that time was a patient
—

sufferer.

She

quaintance

was

in this

possessed of a large accity, and many friends

memory of one who at
lovable and kind.
During
her illness she was tenderly cared for by
ber daughter.
Funeral services were held at the residence Sunday, Rev. P. A. A. Kills m officiating. The pall-bearers were Koecoe
Taylor, Dorephus L. Fields, Edmund BonThe floral tributes
sey ai d A. W. Curtis.
left with the

are

times

all

were

was

Roweua Carter has gone *o Old
Town to viaii her daughter, Miss Vernie
Mrs

U. Carter.

Maggie Hardison, of F«ast Franklin, is spending the winter with her sister,
Miss

Mrs. U. P. Carter.
A. W. Huuell is soon to move into the
Vinal Guptiil house. Some of his furniture has

been

moved in.

Miss Amy F. Astbury has returned to
her

home

in

Biuehill,

after

a

visit

to

Robert Carlisle and wife.
Clara I. Carter and Mrs. Kate
went to Biuehill last week to
visit MrB. Thurston Cunningham.
Mrs.

Hooper

j

BKOOKSVILLE.

at

Mrs. Arthur Nason came borne Saturday, after a week’s visit in East brook.
Mrs. Hannah

Maddocks spent Friday
Ellsworth with her

Saturday
daughter.
C. D. Ray, of Orono,

and

BUCK8PORT.

Moderator, Parker Spofford; selectmen
and assessors, F F Smith, R P Harriraan,
Miss Gracia M. Hooper is visiting her R R
Simpson; clerk, A L White;
grandparents, James W. Carter and wife, treasurer, A F Page; collector, Burke
nfter returning from Castine
normal Leach;
school committeeman, Fred R
school.
Page.
Appropriations
Schools, $4,200: roads
OCEAN V1LLE.
and bridges, $4,500; Slate road, $450; poor,
Billings McDonald and Samuel Annis $1,600; Memorial day, $50; library,
$75;
were in Camden this week.
other purposes, $9,677.50.
A Washington program was given by
LAMOINB.
the school children Tuesday.
Moderator—Frank L, Hodgkins; selectW. A. Buckminster aud wife, of Wol- men and assessors, George E King, James
cot
N. Y., called here recently.
T Grant, William R.
King; clerk and
Feb. 25.
A.
treasurer, Eben H King; collector, Wilbur
_

—

h,1

New methods. Prrmnuent trade
pie. free. F.iperlencc nnneceeaary. Noctnttii
required. Caul-Rook to.. 366 5tn are., s y

opportunity i.oBet,o
APPRENTICE—An
boy to learn tbe printers trnde.
I.:,
Tan
oBce.
a "

ambmcah

it

Spnial Moiutb.
s. Cuatoma and Pont office Building Riu
worth. Me.. MarchS. 191 i.
Healed »ro.
poaSia will be received at thta buildii v until
2 o'clock p. iu., March 1\ 1911, fir furnishing
fuel, lignt. water, ice, miscellaneous *anp>i«.
washing towels, h.tiling ashea and sprinkling street* for this building durin. th« fiscs!
>eai ending June dQ. 1912, or such portion of
tbejearae may be rie un d advisable The
right to reject any and all bids is reserved
by the trea*ury department. F. W. Hollins
acting custodian.

U.

frgislatipr Notices.
LKQAL AFFAIRS.
on Legal Affair*
Thnr*d»r
190.
No. »
Act to extend
and Northern KaiIi*»4

March 9.*
COMMITTEE
of Ocean

cnarter

Company.
Ffiday, March !0. 1910 No. ISO. Anaotin
relation to Ellaworth Municipal Court.

Insurance Statements.
Pe.OPLR*

NATIONAL

FIRE

lbH.

W)„

not

admitted,

1.8*0 a

Admitted assets,
$2,779 SR 40
LIABILITIES DEC. H. 1910.
Net unpaid losses,
$ MO.Otttt
Unearned premiums,
1,21; 80*61
All otber liabilities,
57,«M Jf
Casn capital,
l.Ou.uoo*
dlnJ.-O M
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,779.290#
J. K
MOKTF.LL, Agent,
ME
BLUEHILL,

legal llottees*
NOTICE or FORECLOSURE OF CHAT
TEL MORTGAGE.
state of Maine.
County or Hancock as.
XTOTICE is hereby given that where**
Charles J Watson, formerly of Franklin. in said county anJ Hiate (now residing
without the limns of the State of Maine), o*
the twenty-ofth day of May, a. d. 19W, mortgaged to tbe undersigned. Frank E Biaisd-11.
of said Frankliu, certain good* and cb»>teis
d scribed as folio s. to wit: two bedsteads,
one ch ffonier. one couch. one din4ug table,
• uht ci airs, two rocking chairs, one k« pulsr
Clarion cook stove, one nurse, ot.e wagon, one
s etgh and one harness, to secure the p*jin*nt
of one hundred seventy-five dollars
which *aid mortgage is recorded in the -own
records of said town of Franklin, book No, 7.
paae 69. and whereas the conditions of ttld
mortgage bsve been broken, now there ore
notice is hereby giveu of my intern iou to
forec os*- said mortgage for breach of ita conditions.
Daied at Franklin, Maine, this seventh day
of March, a. d. i9U.
PSANE B. BI.AINPKU..

dODOllRTUnU

>

Wm. O. EMERY
TfTLES
MAIN*

•skrehss mad* and abstract*
and coplss fiirnishsd
short
notice, and at ItlWMIt WCU

j

OFMOEt

MORRISON. JOY t CO. BLOCK,
•TATA

!A*h,

II MIT.

ft.5B.rti

125 2.

last
Southwest Harbor to
was

week on his way to
attend to his duties there

ss

in town

superinten-

Baldheaded Men

Bangor last

times iu one hundred,
baldness is caused by d iiidrutT ge nii
winch dig down deep into the roots of
the hair, destroy its vitality and cause
it to fall out.
If you have dandruff, the little invisible, persistent devils called dandruff,
germs are at woik.
Destiny ll"
at once, or sooner or latei they will
cause your hair to fall out and you
will In- compelled to take your place in
the baldlte ided class.
Parisian Save is guaranteed by liA Parcher to
tailing hair »' d

dent of echo la.

GREAT POND.
Mrs, Helen Chick

was

netting Scarcer Knry Year.

in

week to have her eyes treated.
Miss Ruth

burn, Mass.,

Williams is home from Wowhere she has

spent the win-

ter.
March 6.

E.

sUUjClUttCUKIU*.
Challenge

front Ci. A.

Parcher.

G. A. Parcher is seeking the worst

money should it not be

charges, $100. Total, $3,000.

CHantffi.

in

supplies, $200;

town

hUVii

ElitwonkT^

■UIWOITH,

Mrs. Maria Gray visited Mrs. Vira Ellis
Nicolin last week.

of dyspepsia

repairs, $200;
roads and bridges, $1,900; State road, $200;
poor $600; current and contingent, $700;

."kPFICBB oeer Moore’s drug store
cnted be U. T. Bowie; hot renter
Inquire of R. O. Moonn.

U

toilet.

NORTH KLLSWORTH.

Moderator. O L Tapley; selectmen and
assessors, Thomas T Havey, Alvarado Gray,
Charles W Grindle; clerk, George H Tapley; treasurer aud collector, William H
Stover; school committeeman, Jour J
Bake man;
road
commissioner, A W
Howard; auditor, R H Con-ion.
Appropriations—Schools, $500; school
schoolhouse

Rook,

many and beauiful.

house

week.

plnce. BeechTiiaTZ
ml lee from BlUwonh poetofflce.
FABM-Amo*
R. Austin, telephoneI„„|’
lifn
or^efne.^MABT

Deduct items

GOULD8BORO.

—

#888 01

h.

—

Moderator, Ernest Rice; selectmen and

...

100

j

it “L',‘.U
““*

Schools, 96,600; text- j
wilminoton, del.
ASSETS DEC. 91. 1910.
high school, |
schoolhouse
loans,
$5«6 SM 00
Mortgage
96,000;
repairs, 92,500; poor,
Collateral
217.545 00
|3,2Q0; debt, 915,000; interest, fB,200; Stoc ks andloans,
bonds.
U t.niF
1&6
town charges. $20,000; manual training, Cash in eflte and bank.
11
Agf-uts' balance*,
91,500; medical examinations in schools, Interest
and rents,
32,1 to is
1111
|300; Are department, 97,500; new engine All other »saeis,
house and lot, |30.000.
Oross assets,
$2.7Hl,079ii

—

Total.

OFFICE»^rrtthri^td^l^^~
by*?.

In the city; formerly occupied
lute O. P. Dutton, Inter
Cnrroil
Over Burrlll nntinnnl benk. M.ln
worth. Inquire of C. V. BoubilI.

books and supplies, |2,400;

_

republic,

Co lrf.

%

Moderator, H D Wake tie Id; selectmen,
Mark C Morrison, Walter Silk, Orient E
Brewer; clerk, W H Sherman; treasurer,
collector and overseer of poor, Charles F
Paine; school committee man, Frank E
Whitmore; road commissioners, C M
Willey, Ezra H Higgins; auditor, Fred L
Hadley; chief of Are department, Roy
Hamor.

_

Hale can say of himself, as the old
Roman did: “All of which I
saw, and
.» part of which I was.”
And when this history of more than

ciBa£-ars

text-

Appropriations-Schools, 91*700;

books, 9500; high school, fl,000; roads and
bridges, 91,000; poor, 9700; debt, 92,000;
board of health. 9150; Are department,
9600. ToUi, 917,000.

■»•

Tocko,

Jot**.

—

The rixty-first Congress expired by
limitation at noon last Saturday, and
tbe President immediately called a
special session to convene on April 4,
mainly to consider tbe Canadian reci-

of $2 per

Fta». H.

—

powers to the Hancock county trustees of road, $200; poor, $3U0; current and continpublic reservations, and resolve in favor of gent, $700; snow, $10j. Total, $3,220.
Bar Harbor hospital
BtCSRlU.
Atrevtlalrg Rates—Are reasonable And will be
The herring question bobbed up in both
wile known on applicationModerator, E E Chase; selectmen and
branches.
In
tbe Senate Senator Mayo assessors, E E Chase, E J Hinckley, KosEasiness communications should be addressed
bad the general herring fisheries bill with coe D Long; clerk, S B Wescott; treasurer,
taasd all checks and money orders made payska to Tbk Hancock county publishing procity bill, which failed to pass.
its amendments recommitted to the com- I E Stanley; collector, C A Snow; school
€$, Ellsworth. Maine.
Among tbe bills besides the reci- mittee. This reopens the entire dispute committee man, John F Wood for three
Thin week’s edition of The procity bill whicb failed to pass are: between the three factions of fishermen years; superintendent of schools, Frank E
Providing for a permanent tariff board, concerned and may necessitate another McGouldrick; road commissioners, W S
Aaaerican is 2.300 copies.
Meanwhile the forces antago- Hinckley, George A Pert; town agent,
which passed the Senate, bat not the bearing.
nistic to Senator Mayo were busy in the Forrest HSoow; constables, appointed by
increase
tbe
of
to
the
ior
the
1910,
2,375 douse;
year
proposal
Average
House and the outcome was an order for the selectmen.
tbe advertising
rate of postage on
tbe appointment of a commission of five
Appropriations
Schools, (1,000; textWEDNESDAY MARCH 8, 1911.
sections of large magazines; resolution
members, to be appointed by the governor books, (400; high school, (200; schoolelection
of
for
direct
United
providing
to make a careful and impartial investi- house repairs, (600; roads and bridges,
States senators; general old age pen- gation into the laws relating to this sub- (2,000; sidewalks, (300; State road,
Kugene Hale.
(WO;
bill
based
sion bill; reapportionment
ject and to report to the next legislature. poor, (BOO; current and contingent, (1,600;
(Portland Evening Express.j
Senator Mayo and his friends claim that debt, (625; snow, (280; Memorial
on the new census.
day, (25.
tbe order is simply a scheme to defer tbe ! Total, 99,020.
The retirement of Hon. Eugene
whole matter two years longer while the
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Hale from his long term of public serbest We Forget.
herring are being destroyed.
vice is a distinct loss not only to this
Moderator, R W Brown; selectmen and
Tbe proponents of the bill to admit
(Fr m the Ellsworth American March 1.)
assessors, George R
Fuller, H Alton
State, bat to the nation at large. It
automobiles to Bar Harbor have submitted
Trundy, Fred A. Walls; clerk, Arthur L
doee not matter, at this juncture,
The dominant faction in the repub- a new bill, while the
opponents have sub- Homes; collector, 8 8 King; school comwhether we have always agreed with lican party
those stalwart republimitted a bill for a special automobile road*
mittee man, William H Knowles; road
him upon questions of puQlic policy, cans whose politics is founded on the The
proponents, in asking, for one auto- commissioner, James 8 Fernald.
bed rock of repuolican principles, the
whether his individual judgment has
conservative element, who have held mobile road to Bar Harbor, originally
Appropriations Schools, 9710; textalways met onr approval as individ- aloof from polilical trickery and asked that the act take effect 100 days after books, |200; high school,9800; schoolbouse
uals, the essential consideration is trading, and the young and active re- the close of the legislature, hut that in the repairs, flOO; roads and bridges, $600; sidethat with large experience, great publicans, the perty of the future— new draft the date set was March 1912, walks, flOO; State road, flOO;
poor, $800;
this faction, the dominant faction, as because tbere is a fair prospect of a road
current and contingent, fl,100; debt, 740;
ability and high patriotic motives be we say.
in the republican party in
built
for auto travel.
being
especially
has Ailed public station for many | Ellsworth
to-day, is very much in The grist of the proponents' bill is that a interest, |193; snow, $50; library, $25.
SORRENTO.
years and has wrought unceasingly -earnest in this municipal fight. They new
road, or one already built, shall be desModerator, P L Aiken; selectmen and
for what he believed to be the public ask no quarter, and otter none. If
the
town.
E.
N.
Benson
ignated
by
says
assessors, P L Aiken, J A Stover, G F
they are beaten, they will know
well bfeing.
the special road bill is so drawn that it
where to place the blame.
Mitchell; clerk and treasurer, L T Havey;
Opinions upon political questions
would be possible, by withholding subcollector, C H Workman school commost differ; these differences constito defeat tbe aim of the proscriptions,
Pitman Pulsifer, compiler of the
mitteeman, E L Jellison; road commistute what we know as the difference
ponents, tor the town is not compelled to sioner, G W Sargent; constables, L U
navy year book, indexer of Senate either build a road or
one
The
between political parties.
designate
good public documents, for many years
Bragdon, C E Hale.
public servant, in the United States, clerk to the Senate committee on already built. As an illustration of bis
Appropriations
Schools, |150; textMr.
Benson
related
the
position,
experi- books, $35; high school, flOO; roads and
at least, must have a thorough knownaval affairs, and widely
known ence of the
of
the
proponents
trolly road bridges, fl,000; State road, fJOO; current
ledge of the fundamental principles
among naval officers, died Monday. into Bar Harbor, when the proposition and
contingent, f500; notes and interest,
the
upon which
government is Mr. Pulsifer was born in
was
taken
out
of
the
hands
of
the original
Auburn,
f700; Memorial day, f20; superintendent of
founded, he must be a man of posiin
Maine, in 1852, and went to Washing- proponents somewhat the same manner, schools, $65; repairs and supplies towp
tive ideas and of
fixed opinions
ton with Senator Hale thirty years and never built.
property, f75; board of health, flOO. Total,
Mr. Leach, of Bucksport, yesterday pregrounded upon his own construction
12,945.
ago.
of those principles, and be must have
sented petition of sixty-nine residents of
SURRY.
Castine for abolishment of offioe of rethe courage of
his convictions to
Moderator, George H Sperry; selectmen
COL'XTY OOSSIP.
corder of Western Hancock
stand firmly and forever by his belief
municipal and assessors, E D Smith, G E Cousins,
of right, and the ability aggressively
Hon. Parker Spofford, of Bucksport, has court.
LFTreworgy; clerk, E N Osgood; treasBill in favor of plantation No. 33 was re- urer and collector, D J Curtis; school
to engraft these convictions into the given to the East Maine Conference semcommitteeman, H H Harden; road cominary in that town eleven acres of land, to ported favorably yesterday.
permanent policy of the nation.
The majority report against the separa- missioner, J H
be added to the campus.
Wescott; constables, E N
He who lacks in a single respect the
tion of Stonington and Isle au Haut from Osgood, Henry Shapleigh.
here
enumerated
misses
qualifications
Hancock county was accepted in the SenAppropriations Schools, $500; textOne Hancock county boy who is making
his ^calling if he accepts a place in
ate yesterday.
books, fl25; high school, $450; schoolis Samnel L. Bates, recently apgood
cither of the great national legislaThe bill enlarging jurisdiction of Bar house repairs, f75; roads and bridges, f700;
of Cumberland
Harbor municipal court was favorably re- si-e walks, $50; State road, $200; poor, $150:
tive bodies. Eugene Hale embodied pointed county attorney
county. Although born in the state of
ported yesterday; also biU for close time current and contingent, f700; debt, $315;
them all, and to the degree that he
Michigan, bis parents were both natives on lobsters in waters of Winter
was superior to other men in these of
Harbor; Memorial day, $6; other appropriations,
Brooksville, to which they returned, also resolve in favor
of town of Waltham. $236. Total, $3,806.
respects, to that degree was his public bringing him when only about three
BROOK LIN.
LEGISLATION OF GENERAL INTEREST.
career more successful and more usemonths old, so Hancock may well claim
Moderator, R A Flye; selectmen and
The resubmission resolve reached Gov.
him as one of her boys.
ful than were theirs.
assessors, E H Bridges, Eugene Kane, S E
Plaisted Wednesday, and was
The writer well remembers, if a
signed by
McFarland; clerk, G F Gott; treasurer, J
him Thursday.
Postmaster Stock bridge and his family,
personal recollection may be perF Staples; collector, H M Pease; school
The committee on education
had
a
mitted in this connection, that during of Atlantic, are among the friends of the
A H Mayo; superintendent
hearing Thursday on the act proposed committeeman,
the winter of 1868, when he was but a birds who find happy returns for the
of schools, F E McGouidrick; road comSenator Mayo to allow the people
by
boy, it fell to his lot, daily to read to food they serve to their feathered of towns to elect their superintendents missioner, R W Smith; constaoles, G F
the
cold
winter
during
R W Smith, H M Pease, Fred L Cole.
the blind son of a representative to friends
of S'.*bools. Mr. Mayo said fee put this Gott,
It has been the habit of the
Appropriations Schools, $600; text•he legislature of that year the record days.
in to cure a serious state of things in
family to tie a piece of pork or other piece
school supplies, $100; high
of the proceedings of the Maine legisSouthwest Harbor, where the school board books, $160;
of fat meat on a branch of the lilac, which
schoolhouse repairs, $130;
is m a state of constant conflict, and where school, $350;
lature from the official report as the chickadees
quickly find and' appro- the situation
roads and bridges, $800; sidewalks, $200;
be
benefited
if
might
greatly
printed in the Kennebee Journal, and priate. They are very tame, and continue the
could elect their superinten- State road, $400; poor, $600; current and
he recalls his deep interest in hearing eating until persons are within a few feet dent.|ieople
State Superintendent of Schools contingent, $500; Memorial day, $15.
this rural representative, on the occa- of them. This winter there are more birds Smith opposed it, saying it would do no Total, $3,880.
and might do much harm. The law
sion of one of bis rare visits home than common, and occasionally a larger good certain
WINTER HARBOR.
duties on the school board
puts
bird
is
seen
on
the
Bitting
higher
and certain duties on the superintendent,
Moderator, H G Smallidge; selectmen
during the session, relate the story
limbs and enviously watching the chicka- and it would do no good to change the and assersors, F E
Which since has come to be one of
Weston, H G Smallidge,
dees as they fearlessly feed on the tempt- method of election.
H E Joy; clerk, treasurer and collector, J
such familiar experience of the doThe bill to prohibit the use of automatic
morsels.
ing
and repeating shotguns in hunting birds M Gerrisb; school committeeman, C E
ings of the “great and general court”,
was turned down by committee.
Grover; superintendent of schools, A E
and he recalls with more distinctness
The House yesterday, by a vote of fiftyFOOD FAIR
Gordon, road commissioner, E C Hamnine to forty-six, adopted the
than any other thing, a remark of this
minority mond constables, E C
Hammond, K Al
to dabs”, on Canadian recirural legislator as follows: “There is Committee Makes Financial State- report, “ought
procity.
Torrey.
one young man in that house of
ment of Exhibition.
repAppropriations
Schools, $500; textWKST KLI.SU OKTH.
The food fair committee of the Ellsresentatives about whom this country
books, $300; school superintendent, $100;
worth
Merchants’
association
has
subis going to hear, and that man is
Mrs. Irving Stackpole, who has been ill, high school, iwo; schoolhouse repairs,
mitted the following financial statement:
$400; roads and bridges, $1,500; sidewalks,
is better.
young Eugene Hale, of Ellsworth.”
State road, $400; poor, $500; current
Receipts.
ami r. lalbot, the Franklin
Mrs. W. E. Clark, of Surry, is visiting $3.4);
county Bee from Merchants' ass’n. $100 00
and contingent, $1,000;
interest, $800;
her parents.
legislator, who made this prophecy,
sale of tickets.
749 10
snow, $100; Memorial day, $15; hydrants,
although then an aged man, lived to
Miss Julia Barron is home from Castine
booths, lumber and
$600; insurance, $150; sprinkling streets,
other sources-.-.
804 65
see bis prophecy fulfilled.
normal school.
Even be$500.
sale of stove.
26 00
fore he died, the country had beard
CRANBERRY ISLES.
Miss Annie M. Mitchell is seriously ill
7 80
glass-blowers.
from Eugene Hale, and to-day, as he
in the Portland hospital.
Moderator, Leslie R Bunker; selectmen
Total.
#1,187 55
and assessors, Frank E Stanley, Warren A
retires from office, be carries with
A telephone has been installed in the
Expenditures.
Stanley and Charles E Stanley; clerk and
him a fame second to that of no man Pd. for music and
home of Claringion J. Carter.
entertaintreasurer, George W Bulger; collector,
who has done service in the American
ment. #2*96 01
Miss Angie Hardison was the week-end
James C Crosby; school committeeman,
labor.
154 40
Senate.
guest of her sister, Hattie H. Carter.
Warren A Spurting; road commissioners,
decorations.
141 85
There is no need now, with the
B. H. Meader and Martha Barron spent James C
84 87
Crosby, Samuel C Pbippen, Wilprinting mid adverstatesmanship of Senator Hale a part
Sunday with Miss Sadie Clark at No. 8.
bert A Rice; tow n agent, George R Had84 87
tising.
of the recent history of our
lumber.
61 US
Calvin Springer and wife, of Franklin, lock; constables, Leander R Bunker, Seth
country,
incidentals.
21 IS
to go into detail relative to his
visited H. P. Carter and wife last week.
H Rice, Alonzo J Bryant and William A
public
8116
express and freight
Freeman.
service. In all of the recent history
Thomas
and
two
of
Astbury
sons,
loan from Merchants’
Schools, $600; textof the American
Appropriations
Biuehill, visited Robert Carlisle last week.
Senator
association.
00
Manges

Notify

It

or

vicinity

specific

or

to

for the

constipation
Dr.

test
cure

in

case

Ellsworth

Howard’s

new

those diseases.

of

So confident is he that this remarkable
medicine will
short

In

time,

order

effect

that he

to secure

a

lasting

cure

in

a

offers to refund the
successful.

the

quickest jKJssible
introduction Q. A. Parcher will sell a

regular fifty

Ninety-lime

stop
itching scalp and to drive

out

dandruff

and kill the germs, or money bock.
It is the most delightful hair dressing
in the world, not sticky or greasyLarge bottle 50 cents.

TEACHERS

tins spring? Write us. w> c.»n
te.l you itow to And it
Good opportunities for inexperienced teachers.
MW ENGLAMO TEACHERS’ ASENCY, DEPT. A
V. S«. C. *. SW(, PORTLAND, Ml-

position

cent package of this mediprice, 26 centa.
Thia specific of Dr. Howard’s will care
lor everybody lo sell ilralih and Accisick headache, diary
feelings, constipa- dent Insurance, to devote whole, or
tion, dyspepsia and all forms of malaria part of time for a reliable Old Line
Write immediately fur
and liter trouble. It does not
Company.
simply give
Territory and lei ms to
relief for a time; it makes
permanent and
P. F. KEAT IAQ,State Agt'i
complete cures.
Maine-

cine at half

Unlimited Opportunities

It will regulate the bowels, tone
op the
intestinal tract, give you an
appetite, make food taste good and digest well,
and increase vigor.
Joy and happiness
will take the place of that
“don’t care
whether I live or die”
whole

feeling.

Utility lldg, Portland.

The American prints more vital »La“
Italics—births, marriages and death*—
than all the other papers printed in the
»f
county combined, and most of them
U*
weeks ahead of
prints from one
to two

| contemporaries.

j

Contingent,

CITY mCKTWG.

Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,

Mayor

m

Hagerthy preaiding;

of account*

aldermen
and

peaaed

were

02,88" 28

low*
tvcovm no.
yam*.
Arthur W AuRtiu,

ROIL or

Rl«hw.jr>.

aa

THACHBRS’ SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
$484 oo

1.

Amount.
• « OO
*5 a*
i
Drummey,
Michael
1*> 75
Power Oo.
lirht, B H A U K
«5«0
Ieo J Wardwell.
p
45 M
A.thur L Frailer.
46
00
Win H Pomroy,
4 72
N B Tel ft Tel Co.
1 68
E O Moore.
8 00
Martin B Jellison,
1 06
Morrison, Joy ft Co,
70 46
Roy J Goodwin.
• >8
8team
Laundry,
Ellsworth
1 75
Wo W Wood.
100
C W Grindal,
2 00
Irving Salisbury,
4166
Clara O Hopkins.
"
"
^ ^

High school...

Clars I Carter,
James W Carter.
Prancis H Muroh.

3ft oo

Moore,
Bayard Yonng,

10 00
5 00
6 00
6 00
5 00

12 00

678 44

I/eaman Fran 111 n.
Russell Nason,
Earl N DeWitt,

Cousins,
Myrtle Camber,

janitor

Edward Haney.

Tevlkooksup.

F B Aiken,
Frank B Moore.
Atkinson, Mcntier A

subject

of

some

and

Aid.
1

Moore and Parcher thought Mr.

Campbell

bad

been

deprived

of the

use

of

the hall, and should be paid something.
He bad hired the hall for so much a night
for the year, and should be paid something if deprived of its use.
To this Aid. Hagan replied that the
board had no record of any contract with
Mr. Campbell; that the matter had never
been before the board for its approval.
Aid. Moore’s motion to allow Mr. Campbell f2 a day, or |TO, was seconded by Aid.
Parcher. The vote being c tiled for Aid.
Parcber and Moore voted yes, and Aid.
Hagan and Small no. Mayor Hagerthy

80

cast the deciding vote- yes.
The board then proceeded to tabulate
87
the returns of the city elections, printed
7 87 j
in full elsewhere.
9 37
It was voted to call a special election xor
1 05
alderman in ward 4, on Monday, March 20.
50

Grover.
American Book Co,
I) C Heath * Co,
E E Babb A Co,
L E Knott Apparatus Co,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.

» 48
1

10 00
20 00
79 53

E E Springer.
Edwin L Royal.
Charles E Lauriat

j

voted to reimburse Special ColJ. H. Besnahan for cost in law suits
for old taxes brought in his name, now
in the law court, if decided against him.
It wa~ also voted to allow City Marshal
It

68 00
14 00
14 50
5 00

Press.
Mrs H H Emerson.
Mary A Hodgkins.
Louise W Eppes,
PB Aiken.
A C Hager thy,
Frank F Simonton.
George A Parcher,
Frank R Moore.
Ira B Hagan, Jr,
George W Patten.
William Small,
Thomas E Hale,
William E Whiting.
DrHLl) Woodruff.
W J Moore,
D L Fields,
K A Lermond,
8 P Stock bridge.
Hoyt E Austin,
E O Moore,
N E Tel A Tel Co.
Dr Lewis Hodgkins.
L D Patten,
Arthur W Austin,
OW Tripp,
Andrew M Moor,
John E Webster,
Ralph E Mason,
John E Doyle,
CW4PL Mason.
K K Doyle,

was

lector

Cambridge University

•Ceotiogent,

the

was

form.

5 00;
44 00
6 00
25 00
2 00
80 00
1 25 i
6 2ft
21 90 !
4 46

Edward Haney.
Herbert 8 Gnptill.
L D Patten,
K l>oyle.
Hifi -.chool, K
Vin Smith,
E G Moore.

and

watchman, and paid him.
Aid. Small and Hagan could not see any
reason why the city should
pay for the use
of its oan hall, or why Mr. Campbell
;
j should be paid for services he did not per-

5 00

Alta

Likvtry,

presented,

discussion.
It transpired that the food fair committee, to wnich the city allowed the free
use of Hancock hall, had hired its own

0 so

W B

244 44

Grand total. 83,543 66
The auditor's report, printed elsewhere,
waa approved and ordered filed.
Bill of B. M. Campbell for use of Hancock
hall for food fair, fifteen days at f4.50 a
day, fe7.50, approved by the mayor, was

ZTirat.

htcMGlbouse.

,18, 77
2217
-211 80

Sidewalks...

fol-

allirtc

I.ibM*^

services

Bresnaban |80 tor special
policeman during the year.

as

Adjourned.

6 50

166 00
29 25
50 oo
89 89
50 00
50 00

EQVPT.

Raymond Clark, a student ot Pittstleld,
is spending a vacation at home.
visMiss Letia Clark, ot Bar Harbor,
her parents, L. B. Clark and wife.
in

60 00

iting

169 28

Mrs. Madeline Asb, of Kaatbrook, wbo
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Julia
M. Hardison, has returned home.
MMarch

4 00

bO
20 00
7 50
10 00
41

7._

SOUTH BROOK8V1LLE.

28 25

SO 00
27 90
4 18
5 00
6 00
27 93
2 00
10 48
5 00
30 00
24 00
41 25
25

Capt. L. F. Hutchinson and family

are

visiting relatives at Naskeag.
Frank Herrick is using R. C. Gray’s ice

photograph gallery.

cream rooms as a

At the poverty ball Friday evening,
Myrte Orcutt and Grace Mason took prizes
for

March 6.
The
the

costumes.

'‘poorest”

__

more

more

eves

an

advertisement catches

dollare it is %eorth

CITY AUDITOR’S REPORT.

(After charging off roll* and order* passed February 8, 1911.1
Total Warrants Bal unAppropria- Sundry

hand.

Uostingent. (8,000 00
4.600 00
Highway.
900 00
Sidewalk.
400 00
Bridge.
Bock crushing.
1,000 00

(788

(8,788
4,680 91

31

400 00
15

01

899

08

1,015 39

39

31

(25 *7
92

(276

675 82
1,000 39

15 00

422 00

166 48

266 52

8 42

3,568 42

3,549 96

8 46

7,753 08
2,700 74

481 85

860 33

8,234 93
3,150 33

22 11

422 11

409 19

12 92

93

52

449

92

92 60

499 92

39 82

400 00

7 62
39 74

539 74

750 00

113 06
372 92
866 91

863 05

516 05

217 00

3,372 92

2,936 06
948 79
4.003 99

436 86

3,000 00
700 00

3,800 00

Oily water..
Electric light.
Perpt. care cem. lots,

2,301 00

407

1,356 91
4,003 99

203 99

2,00000

16 00

2,01500

18

2,923 18
137 90
472 50
951 73

623

72 90

66 00

472 50

961 73

(34,916 73 (11,579
(46,496 87
42,969 50

14

Tntal credits.
Total warrants drawn.

(3,526

314

407 15

2,01500
2,379 47

543 71

60 45

77 45

472 60
736 47

216 28

underdrawn....

(275
(3,802 19

Accounts overdrawn.

275 82

(16,495 87

(42,969

Accounts

60

(3,802

82

19

(3,628 37

Balance undrawn.

37

82

50

500 00

Interest.

Totals,

(8,788
4,535

Bal overdrawn.

derdrawn.

22 00

7,234

400 00

Overlayings.

drawn,

900 00

1,000 00
2,300 00

....

31

60 91

400 00
3,660 00

City poor.
Oity school*.
High school.
Text-book.
Schoolhouse.
Sopt. of school*.
Police.
Pir* department
City library.

credits.

credits,

lion.

State road

TAX COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNTS.

Uncollected last
auditor's report.

Tan.

>»*-l*04

1**B.
Totals.

'As

hand last report,
since last report,

on

Total,
of
January,

March 6,1911.

Bal. uncol.
to dote.

(9,573

1,165 29
10,174 87»

(1,166 29

(21,287

(1,633

48

28

91

9,706

96

20

(19,854

08

TREASURER’S REPORT.
Paid since last report,
7812
(
Cash on band,
19,895 92

(19,974

*

(18,459 45
1,514 59

(19,974

Total,

04

1911.
T. E. Hale, Auditor.

flbbcrtiumnita.

Spring
Medicine
Is

Needed Nowy and the Best is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Which purifies, enriches and revitalizes the blood as no

other does. 40,366 testimonials of

Get it in usual liquid form

or

82

373 30

373 30

.

*w»ived

Col. since
last report.

( 9,673 82

**.

Balance

I

I

*T*a*T COMMISSION RE'S ROLLS.

Hagan

Moore.

Parcber.

57 84

Hancock Co Pob Co,
68 80
Pub Co,
tot 80
Charles Campbell,
18 M
KUaworth Steam Laundry, 87 80
John H Breanaban,
50 0t

Campbell

Outgoing
ReguLr
liM,
1
City Oowriwtl.
of tin pceeent
u,, regular meeting
erenriMTO'ernment « bold Monday
«*-*»■ of

cures, in two years.
tablets called Sarsatabs.

04

J

L

love naturally—in fact, too naturally. I bare often thought how pleasant It must be
for the animals and birds to mate
without baring to look Into each
Bessie and

I

fell in

nocence.
Receiving no reply. I concluded that ber father would not permit her to send a reply.
Brooding In my cell. I could not but
revert to the good old primeval time*
I have cited before when a suitor
might kill as many of his fellow belngs as he pleased without being objected to on that score for a son-inlaw. I had killed no one. 1 was merely suspected of killing a man. And
If Bessie's father did not kill men be
killed the next grade of animal below
men—or other men did the work for
him. which Is Just as criminal—and
It seemed to me
devoured the flesh.
that the only logical beings are the
beasts and the birds. They kill and
without
other
eat each
Inquiring
whether or no they are eating the
same species, while man—well, this Is
what man does.
He kills and eats every animal below himself. To kill even one of his
own kind he considers the greatest of
crimes unless he kills them In battle,
where the more men be kills the bigger man he Is. which Is exactly what
made the chiefs among bis savage an-

SALE.

FOR

|

good English

A lot of
j

other's record. A tiger may not only
kill a man. but eat him and mate with
a most respectable tigress without any
Two birds
questions being asked.
may meet on the branch of a tree and
without the slightest knowledge of cestors.
But man
I was so Impressed with this reasoneach other become mates.
and woman must not only know all ing that I asked my Jailer for writing
about each other, but be of the same materials and wrote It down, or, rather,
grade and each hare a clean record, or elaborated the bare skeleton I bad
there comes a lot of trouble.
thought out. When It was finished I
And the most singular thing about asked to have It delivered to Bessie's
It all is that either of them will mur- j father.
Id due time a reply came as follows:
der any animal, except their own kind,
I have always desired my daughter to
qnd eat the carcass.
for someI, being an artist, when the duos marry a man distinguished
thing. Artists and poets are usually diswere
beginning to open went Into tinguished for their Ideality. You. being
the country to catch that first delicate one of the kind, share that distinction.
shade of pale green which appears on You mny further lay claim to being the
numskull
that, to
tbe trees at that season. I was sitting most impracticable
my knowledge, the world has yet proon my tripod In a wood working In the
You have Interested me In yourduced.
colors when I heard the bark of a dog. self and your case. 1 have retained the
and a moment later a little terrier best criminal lawyer I can find to take
of your case, and If your Innostood growling at me. A girl, budding charge
cence la proved I shall deem my daughlike tbe trees, not Into leaves, but Into ter honored In wedding such an eminent
womanhood, hurried up, calling in a fool.
soft voice:
This reply stung me to the quick.
What I regarded It as tantamount to a re"Frisk! Come away, Frisk!
do you mean ?”
fusal of his daughter's hand even If
I paid no attention to the dog, and my Innocence were proved. As to the
there was no need for the girl to call lawyer he spoke of hiring for me. I
him oft, for he had no idea of attack- wrote him Immediately that I had ening me, but he gave me an excuse for gaged the most eminent counsel in the
land and would have no need of the
addressing tbe girl.
And yet I question if any excuse one he bad retained.
was required.
People who meet In
What was my surprise, when I was
crowds are constrained by convention- folding and nddresslng this second letalities. Wo two, meeting in a wood,
ter, to receive a visit from Bessie.
with not a sound about us—when the
She threw herself into my arms
dog had ceased barking—except an oc- hysterically. I couldn’t tell whether it
casional twitter of birds engaged in was Joy or grief that moved her.
nest building, felt constrained In anWhen she became calmer I spoke of
We were impelled to be her father’s communication.
other way.
“Father has turned right around,”
companionable. I began by telling her
not to mind the dog, that he wouldn't she said. “He’s your friend forever.”
disturb me. and she sidled around
■’Really?"
He considers you Inwhere she could catch a view of my
“Yes. really.
sketch. One thing led to another until nocent of this crime with which you
I had are charged.
we felt quite well acquainted.
He says that no man
chosen a delightful spot to transfer to
who could have written that letter
An could have committed murder and If
It was on a declivity.
canvas.
opening In the trees below revealed a he did he would convince the Judge
patch of landscape, while at my feet that there was no case against him,
gurgled a stream, at this season well b1 ice there is no logical difference besupplied with water from snows re- tween killing a man and a steer.”
“I am glad.” I said, embracing her,
cently melted at higher altitudes. The
air was balmy and laden with per“that In thousands of years one couple
fumes.
may in some respects return to the
One has but to mention this outline natural methods of our progenitors.
picture to Indicate the result. Given Are you quite sure your father Is sinan opening spring In a wood, buds, wild
cere in his change of mind toward
flowers, twittering birds, a vista, a me?”
“I am. If he were not he would not
brook, a dog and lastly a young man
and a young woman, both in the first
have permitted me to come here to
He says you are the first
freshness of youth, what follows? visit you.
Why. exactly what the poet says—the man he ever met who did not talk and
woman’s)
act artificially. He's simply delighted
young man's (and the young
with you."
fancy turns to thoughts of We.
I showed her the note I had written
The result of this meeting was another meeting and another and another. declining her father’s offer of counsel.
what
I didn't count them; I was too preoc- She burst out laughing. I asked
cupied to do so. I painted so long on amused her.
“You haven’t any money to pay
my picture that before l finished It the
delicate shade I had come to the coun- counsel,” she said.
“Upon my word! I never thought
try for had grown into n dark green
and the full grown leaves had blotted of that."
“You are'Ideal and Impractical,” she
out the vista which gave the work
But while said. “That’s the reason I love you.”
more than half its beauty.
this beauty was disappearing the bud And she embraced me.
Our colloquy was broken in upon
or love wax opening.
So much for the natural features of by the sheriff, who came is to say
Now come the artificial— that the real murderer had been arthis story.
free
viz, a girl's confession to her father rested and had confessed. I was
At the same time he hauded
that she bad met her fate, but had not to go.
me a letter postmarked Rio Janeiro.
met with any knowledge of that fate’s
"Ah," I exclaimed, "my credenantecedent!: then a command from
the father, tears from the girl and a tials!”
Slipping the letter in my pocket. I
triangular condition between the faBessie to her father’s
ther. the jrlrl and the artist such as accompanied
He greeted me warmly, and
has taken place ever since the first house.
I handed him the credentials 1 hud
primeval girl planned to give her fa- received
at the Jail. Removing the enther the slip and climb a tree with the
he began to read, his eyes openfirst primeval youth, the tree being too velope,
ing wider as he read,
high for the old gentleman to follow. ji “Are
you a fool or a knave?” ho
Bessie's father was really as reason! asked, looking up at me.
able as we considered him unreason“Both,” 1 replied.
able. He merely wished to know who
“What is it?” asked Bessie.
Since l had lived In South
I was.
“Why, daughter, this pastoral busiAmerica from the time I was two until
ness of yours has resulted In your
twenty-two years of age I must send
catching the only son and heir of the
there for my credentials. Involving a
1
biggest coffee planter in Brazil.
cruelor
more.
What
of
a
month
delay
knew when I 'received his note that
all
lovers
to
wait
a
of
to
force
pair
ty
he was nn original, but I didn’t know
that time In a state of suspense.’
he was rich. You tell me.” addressing
“Sweetheart.” I said to her one day, me. “that you are both fool and
I
come
that
should
the
reply
“suppose
knave
Will you kindly inform me of
am an escaped defaulter. Jailbird, murthe Introspective reasoning by which
derer.”
you have arrived at this result?”
“I would not believe the story.”
"Well,” I replied, “no one but a fool
I
added
father
would.”
“But your
who has the career before him that I
sententlously.
have would spend his time sitting on
One day, after having painted alone a three legged stool in a wood daubsomeI
saw
It
wood
on
in the
leaving
ing, and no one but a knave would
thing half covered with shriveled make love to a girl without her faexam1
leaves.
dead
branches ni.d
ther even knowing that he is doing
ined It and found the dead body of a it.”
be
imI
man.
Horrified lest
might
It was decided that Bessie and I
plicated i6 a murder. I threw back should be married in June, and I conwas
about
and
what I had removed
cluded for my prospective father-into hurry away when I saw two men law’s sake—who must have a noted
minutes
five
Within
man for his daughter, even if a fool—
coming for me.
I told Bessie’s
I was on toy way to the nearest po- to return to Brazil.
father that I should like to be marlice station.
wood
not
eo
the
on
a
ried in
carpet of June
My antecedents were now
much needed to enable me to possess roses, whereupon he said that he had
my love as to pr°xerve my neck. The had enough of that nonsense and
■tatus had changed a second time. didn't wish any more of it.
So we were married In a very matThe case was not now one of a father,
ter of fact fashion at the bride’s home
a girl and an unknown man. but a
father, a girl and an unknown man ac- of course, and sailed a few days later
for my country.
I sent at once a
cused of murder.
I am now one of the most prominent
note to Bessie. Informing her of my
of Brazil and consequently
citizens
trouble, encouraging her to keep np a
good heart and assuring her of my In- much out of my element.

at the

Hay

residence of
Milli-

the late W. R.

J

ken, North Surry road.

<

«

GAS PAR,

E.

W.

BTONINGTON.
The high and
!or two weeks.

schools

common

are

HqtEl EMPIRE

closed

Miss Susie Smith, who has spent several

Surry.

BtiOADWAY, AT

STREET

««D

OITY

YORK

NEW

Portland, is home.
C. C. Thurlow, wife and son who have
been in Boston a month, are home.
Sumner P. Mills and wife, who have
been in Farmington and Orono, are home.
Florian S. Small has been appointed
postmaster in place of Stephen B. Thurweeks in

low, deceased.
Miss Mary E. Brown is home from Boston, where she has been employed in
Iordan, Marsh & Co’s, store.
Mrs. Adeline Billings came home from
Massachusetts Saturday, called here by
the illness of her son, Oscar Sellers.
Methodist church a new minister
Massachusetts, Mr. Ainslee, will
preach for the rest of the conference year.
At the

from

IN THE VERY CENTRE OF EVERYTHIN*
All cars and 5th Avenue busses pass Hotel.
Subway and Elevated It. K. stations. 1 minute.
Five minutes’ walk to theatres and shops.
50 rooms, Detached Bath, $1.00 per day
1.50
100
**
150
25
with Bath
2.00
100
2.50
100
3.50
suites with Bath
“an$«p.

Elizabeth, widow of Benjamin Sylvester,
is dead, after a long illness. She leaves
three grandchildren, who came from
Massachusetts to attend the funeral.
Nihil.
March 6.

’•

••

BORN.

8BND FOB FEES GUIDE TO CITY.

W.

BOWDEN—At Brooksville, March 4, to Mr
and Mrs Everett Bowden, a son.
BRIDGES-At Brooklin, Feb 23, to Mr and
Mrs Elmer Bridges, a son. [Elmer Allen |
CANDAGE-At Brooklin, March 2, to Mr and
Mrs Thomas Candage. a son.
COUSINS—At Bluehill, March I, to Mrs and
Mrs Frank L Cousins, a son.
PERKINS—At Penobscot, March 1, to Mr and
Mrs Reuben H Perkins, a son.

JOHNSON

QUINN, Proper.

FOR MINERALS AND FOUNDATIONS.
We solicit your inquiries for weUe,
test-holes and deep-well pumping machinery. To those who wish running
water in the home we recommend

MARRIED.
COOK—GRAY—At Surry, March 4, by Rev G
W M Keyes, Miss Estelle A Cook to Herman
O Gray, both of Bluehill.
HUNT— MOREY-At Castine, Feb27, by Rtv
RC Douthitt, Mrs Katharine tl Hunt to
Joseph A Morey, both of Castine.
MOORE—WILLI NS—At 8urry, March 4, by
Rev G W M Keyes, Miss Grace E Moore,
of Orland, to Albert B Willins, of Surry.

System

The Kewanee

OF WATER SUPPLY.
Send for circulars.

WESTBROOK,

DIED.

MAINE

«

iPlCZEMA

APPLIN—At Somerville. Mass, Feb 22, Mrs
Mattie Joy Appiin, formerly of Franklin,
aged 33 years, 11 months, 2 days.
BEAZLEY—At Bucksport, Feb 28, William
Beazley, aged 82 years.
COUSINS-At Bluehill. March 1, infant son
of Mr and Mrs Frank L Cousins.
At West Surry, Feb 24,
CUNNINGHAM
Martin Cuuningham.
DAVIS—At Stonington, Feb 28, Robert Davis,
aged 45 years, 8 months, 18 days.
DODGE—At Southwest Harb r, March 4, Mrs
Lucinda T Dodge, aged 79ye*rs, i0 months,
2 days.

OBTAIN ED

BE

CAM

u>rite Mrs. Warren Hutchinses,
SOUTH

MAINB.

BKOOKSVILUK,

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Linn »l

Ful

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

FISH—At East Bucksp-rt, March 3, Mary A,
Wife of Henry Fish, aged 74 years, 7 months
At Brooklin. MarchS, Sophia
FREETHEY
M Freethey, aged 71 years, 4 months. 18 days.
HOLMES—At Ellsworth. March 7, Dorothy,
infant daughter ofMraud Mrs James B
month, 10 days.
Holmes, aged
J0HN80N—At Surry, March 2, Mrs Mary

AND FIXTURES.

Wlri.1 ud Sap,lie. Cteertally (Una.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
State St..
Ellsworth
Building.
Estey
e.llutM

—

o.

ELLSWORTH

Johnson, aged 91 years.
JONES— At Ellsworth, Feb 28, William M
Jones, ftg^d 82 years, 11 months, 18 days.
MALONE—At Ellsworth. March 3. Hannah,
widow of John Malone, aged 72 years, j/

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms,
no

pal

no

All kinds of laundry work done

mouths.
MITCHELL—At Roslindale, Mass, March

Goods called

tor

at snort

and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A
Martha Lane, widow of Thomas D MitcheiL
;
Building. State St..
formerly of Bucksport, aged 92 years, 6 Estey
months,

SON,

L. A. HEED &

notice.

CO.,

Ellsworth. 1(«

24

days
RUSSELL —At Bucksport, March 2, Mrs
Pbcehe Russell, aged 91 years, 10 months, 19

BUY

Swasey

days.
SUMNER—At Amherst, March 4, Lewis A
Sumner, aged 44 years.
TRACY—At Birch Harbor, March 3, Mrs
Wiley Tracy, aged about 24 years.
WEATHERBEE—vt Bangor. March 2, Mrs
John Weatherbee, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 11 years, 7 months.
WEED-At Little Deer Isle, Feb 23, George H
Weed, aged 83 years, 22 days.

s

Premium Tea

FROM YOUK GROCER AND GET

!

[
j

A

PRESENT WITH EVERY POUND.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us,
and we will supply you direct.
E. SWASfcY & CO..

Portland. AUftau

HAIR

Ca

STORE
'fiU'jmxcmuufe.

518

Congress St., Portland,

Me.

Manufacturer of

EYES EXAMINED.

ARTISTIC

HUMAN HAIR GOODS
every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

E. F. R BINSON, Jr., Optometrist,
will

be

at

House
hours
4

P.

lO,

the

between the

of 10
M.

Let us mail
you particulars of how
pair of $4.W)

Bluehill

A.

M.

Friday,

to earn a beautiful
shoes. It’s the best proposition eve*
offered—and we can prove it.

and

March

Hay

1911.

BLUEHILL.

State

Hosiery ( o.,5iT“«

CommisBion fflcrcljantB.
The advertisements below represent some M
the leaduiL
houses of New
England, Oar
readeis will doubtless find them ot value.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

fui

“Clarion”,

it It

a

nace—if it is a
sure

BOSTON
range

or

to meet every requirement

Made by

the Wood
Sold by

Bishop Co.,

Bangor.

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth,

c°flMlSSlON MERCMAN'5

APPLES
BUTTER AND EUdS

POTATOES
DRESSED LAMBS and CALVES
LIVE and DRESSED POULTRY

!

Professional Aaron.

ALICE
8*oo me "itjili. I'HHt* th** iu oat. c>i ar iln*
voice
and ar*- banuies*. Nt-un
ur cents tor mailimt
6
and r* cciv*- a sample KKr.K.
«

:

I

HE8ELT9NE & TUTTLE CO.,
APormoANiis,
Congress and Myrtle 8U.,
PORTLAND, UK

II.

SCOTT

TYPBWb™NT*NR
GKNrKAL
Cl.hhUAL

AND
WORK.

▲gent of me Union Safe Deposit & rrust Co., of
Portland, Hie., for funi'shing Probate
and Surely lioitds.
Cor. Main and Water sta (over Moore’s Dru*
^
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

YOUNGSTERS.
'ttmra’s always something the matter
Sometimes it’s a bump, a
wMk them.
bruisv, a cut or a burn, or they contract a
eraapy cold that endangers their lives. If
every home medicine cheat or closet, and
travelling kit contained a bottle of LEE’S
LINIMENT—that remarkable remedy you
should keep in easy reach always-then
■seek suffering would be saved the little
LEE’S
•neo as well as the grownups.
LINIMENT is particularly adapted to the
relief of all aches and pains. That’s w hat
it's for—nothing else. Too apply LEE’S
UMIMBNT in rheumatism, neuralgia,
lumbago, goat, lang tightness and for
sore or lame muscles aud joints, and you
results.
remarkable
wfll obtain really
EBB’S UNIMEX! is absolutely safe to
It does
use and is mighty prompt to act.
the work where others fail. It cost9 as

Mrs.

lage.

Tracy

personality,

pleasing
wherever

who made

friends
of

Pythian

and

escorted

which

sons

Aimond Joy attended the boys’ convention st Bangor, j
N. W. Bunker and F. E. Pettingill were
in Old Town Thursday.

member

was a

Pocahontas

members of

WEST SULLIVAN.
James Mattocks, ar., is visiting his
in New York.

of

woman

young

She

went.

sue

the lodges of

sisters,

was a

a
shower of birthday card*, a
bouquet of beautiful flowers, a ram of
The aftermoney, and other presents.
noon
passed pleasantly, and a picnic
Mrs. D. J. Curtis
supper was enjoyed.
presented Mrs. Johnson a beautiful birth- <
day cake. There were many other cakes
good to look at and good to taste. In the
evening singing was enjoyed and a poem
It was a day j
was reed by Mrs. Johnson.

ceived

COUNTY NEWS

of her parents here Friday, after a long
illness of tuberculosis, aged about twentyfour years. Beside the relatives mentioned,
she leaves two brothers end four sisters—
Mrs. Nathan Smith, of Steuben; Mrs.
Tburlow Young, of Gouldsboro; Myra,
Hazel, Edgar and Raymond, of this vil-

March

from

Funeral serremains to the cemetery.
vices were held at the Baptist churctkSunday afternoon, R*»v. E. S. Drew officiating.

4._Spec.

The large attendance showed the esteem
in which the deceased was held.

James Davis and wife

BEECHAM’S PILLS

FRANKLIN.

Farnsworth, who is teaching in
Brewer, spent Saturday in town.
Alice

a

Miss Gladys Bragdon has returned from
visit with friends in Calais.

rejoicing over
F. A. Noyes and wife, of East Sullivan,
the birth of a son born Wednesday.
C.
visited relatives here last week.
March 6.
Mrs. James Havey is visiting her brothMrs. Abbie Dunn, who was injured by
1 er, E. E. Bragdon, at East Sullivan.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
a fail recently, is about her home again.
Capt. and Mrs. Mitchell have returned
John Blaisdell is very ill, with slight
Miss Katharine Bunker is visiting her
from a trip to Boston and New York.
hope for his recovery.
sisters, Miss Alice, at Augusta, and Mrs.
John
and
have
moved
Sargent
family
Miss Laura Hardison, whc have been
at Foxcroft.
I
from Tunk and arc
with Mrs. M. A. Henry Springer,
visiting friends at Sorrento, is home.
The
ladies’
aid
society will serve supper !
Hooper.
term played a relocal
basket-baLl
The
at the Methodist vestry Tuesday, and ar- j
little as a goon remedy can cost—you get
Miss Ina Willey, who has been employed
If you turn game at Milbridge Saturday night,
for a dinner town-meetiug day.
a liberal siaed bottle for a quarter.
in Bangor, is spending the winter with her range
score being 58- 6 iu favor of Milbridge.
don’t need it soon, the children may—so
Miss Marcia Gordon returned Saturday
parents.
All learn with regret of the proposed
see that you are supplied now.
In full
from Dorchester, Mass., where ■'he has
Mrs. Louise Hooper returned Friday
4-oaaoe bottles TWICE the usual quan- removal of l>r. Phelps to Conneticut. Dr.
her sister,
from Winterport, where she has been spent the past two months with
have both made many
and
Mrs.
25
cents.
aud
for
At
general
Phelps
drug
tity)
Mrs. Guy Miller.
friends.
stores.
friends, who sincerely regret their depar- visiting
After the funeral of his daughter, Mrs.
A merry party from here was entertained
ture.
Apptin, Curtis Joy; remained a few days
at
Sorrento
F.
E.
Saturday
evening
by
George R. Watson died at his home here
and called on old friends here and at Sulwife.
Thursday night. His death removes one Trundyani
livan, leaving for his home in Milford,
of the most respected citizens of this
Mary Mattocks, who is training at the
Mass., Tuesday.
BROOK LIN.
community. He was honest, industrious, Maine general hospital for a nurse, is at
While a party of young people were
fl. 8. Ka no was in Boston last week on
of a cheerful nature that made him popu- home for s brief visit.
coasting one evening last week, Z. L.
* as mess.
lar with young and old. Besides his w ife,
Archibald B. Havey, of Caribou, has reWilbur, who was on tbe street, was
A son was born to Thomas Candage and he leaves four sons and one daughter, who turned
home, after spending a week with knocked down and injured about his face,
wife March 3.
will keenly feel the loss of a kind husband his
father, B. B. Havey.
a cut over one eye requiring five sticbes
Misa Musa Dollard, who has spent the and father. Funeral services were held at
A. P. Havey, accompanied by Mrs. Havey,
Mr. Wilbur exonerates the coasters.from
the home Saturday afternoon, Rev. C. E.
month
in
is
home.
past
Boston,
left for Boston Wednesday. Mr. Havey blame.
Mrs. Grace Mitchell
officiating.
Bromley
Miss Kmma
will go to Oklahoma before his return.
who has
been
are

Not at Your Best

are

there's no good in worry.
Get better!
don't worry about it
If your stomach is wrong, your liver and bowels inactive your
and your blood impure.
nerves are sure to Ih' on edge
){,.
cheerful and hopeful. As they have helped in thousands of cases

long to be remembered.

returned

Maxwell and Donald Phelps
Steuben Saturday.

the

If You

will help you and " ill give your system the natural help it needs.
A few doses will make a great difference in your feelings and you?
looks;
They will In Ip you all along the line—to a clear head,
This
free from aches to bright eyes—to healthy active organs.
will help Nature
sure, quick and tonic family remedy

Restore Your Full
Sold

Vigor

Everywhere. In bone* with fwll direction*. 10c. Md XSc.

COUNTY NEWS.

Cousins,

visiting

friends at

Stonington,

and Mrs. Cora

is home.

the (air

fl. M. Pease and wife were given a surprise party Saturday evening by the members of Center Harbor Rebekah lodge, it
being the twenty-eighth anniversary of
their
Refreshments
were
marriage.

Reed sang.

Interment

March 6.

in

Mrs. Warren

lot.

March 7.

Oak man Bunker and

children,

M.

_

after

wife

visiting

are

Harvey, the live-year-old son of SherLibby and wife, is ill of pneumonia.

who

NINETY-FIRST

Wasgate

Capt.
during
being

the

and
the
evening, it
ninety-first anniversary of his birth.
Many called and left kind remembrances
of the day. The doable parlors where he

afternoon

received were a floral bower.
At seven o'clock a company of
tives and friends sat down to
dinner, after which the guests

near
a

Mrs. Eunice A. Ash has been at J. P.
Russell's in Bucksport for a brief stay.
The J. E. Marks house will

this

rela-

quested
placed at Capt. Wasgate’s hand and a
large birthday cake brought in and presented to him by Mrs. Johanna Dority.
After each guest

Leach in the Annie

a

knife

occupied
family,

Harbor,

and

was

Mrs. Sarah
the

wife,

rooms

Blaisdell is

recently

to

soon

vacated

move

but lost

in the other two

The

town

tended

family.

in

will

town

April.

of

enter a

duties about the first of I

his

assume

E.

Phelpe and
larger field
Farmington, Conn., and

He is about to

served with

a

liberal

Those

present were Charles Richardson
Miss Carrie Snow, of East
Boston; Mrs. Mary Waegate, of Everett;
John D. Folsom and w ife and Miss Locke,
•f Somerville;
Miss Musa Dollard, of

Wilbur, visited Mrs. Grace
West Ellsworth last week.

ill the past week but is better.
Miss Muriel Lunt visited her aunt,
Mrs. W. D. Walls, at Seal Cove, last week.
Reta Rumill and Leo la Rumill spent

asd wife and

wife, has
George

part of last week at Southwest Harbor
visiting Reta’s sister, Mrs. Randolph

returned to

a

was

recent

March 7.

fishing trip.
▼irgil Wardwell, jr., is visiting his
grandmother, Mrs. Fred Wardwell.
Mial Perkins, who is
teaching in Washington, spent a few days with his parents
a

rap La men

a
•

recently.
Mrs.

W.

sufficiently
poshoffioe.

K.

Ordway

Freeman and wife

days.
Grip and bad colds

The

to attend to her

recovered

in town for

Unity

club

entertained Thurs-

was

The

Misses Emma C. Wardwell, Dora LittleHeld and Angie Hutchins are home from

plan

are

to admit automobiles to South-

Harbor by way of the road through
does not meet with general
favor here.
U is said that on account of

was

ef

steamer

to his

Silver

a

Seymour Wardwell

are

material to the shore, preparatory
a weir on Bagaduce river.
L.
Jiarch 6.

|

building

Golden Rule circle held

was

well

live with her

sou

closed

a

Feb.

social and

Harold.

Feb. 27.

1

IF

quick

I /

If

In Use 1QO Years
The sole reliance for generation, Hal
cured countless thousands of hurts and ail-

II

if

ments.

I

2Sc assd SOe bo Hies.

j

it and have it ready. At all dealers.
L S. Johnson A Co., hostess."—

I

//

Buy

lj

;

I

Make Cooking I
f
/ Day A Pleasure I

Bab.

I

'3m

So Good—

Mrs. Nellie S. ration and Miss Flora are
drama,
“Tompkins’
presented by local talent visiting relatives at Marlboro.
in Foresters hall Saturday evening. A
Miss Jennie Liand, of Bar Harbor, is
dance followed.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Hodgkins.
Hired

interesting

Man,”

was

C.

Feb. 27.
TREMONT.
Mrs.

Mary

A.

Rockland.

Capt.
ing

There will be a ball at Bay View ball
Monday evening.
There was a sociable at Freeman hall
Saturday evening.
Miss Addie Guptill, a student at Castine
normal school, is home for a few weeks.
Enos Tracy and wife, who sold their

Johnson

visiting

On

niece,

and wife

are

meuioer.

Miss Ltua Bunker, who has been visiting her lather, Capt. A. J. Banker, has returned to Boston.
and relatives

wood gave him

of

Charles

Nor-

birthday surprise party
Wednesday evening, March i.
March
a

,

Wl,!-

/T*« FJour
to°~mak,-, H
“e s««* thau9
T^ore bread*^^

JE. H.

Mrs.

was presented with two dozen pinks
by the ladies' aid society of which she is a

Holmes, who has been laid up
several weens with a brokeu leg, is out.

Mrs.

pected to-day

to

Lizzie
care

Saunders

for Mrs.

is

King

ex-

in her

BANCOR,

^°s*

MAINE.

illness.

R. H.

March 6.

j

flours.

BanRing.

COREA.
Miss Bessie

Cove,

w

wH
H

a

birthday, Sunday,

King

visit-

Mis. Fred Rich.

Harold

Friends

her

eating

cooks “Se

meeting.

in

K

W. S. Norwood

their

is

“.**

f'o.r
ln^° ‘hem.

The ladies of the grange will serve dinner to-day to the men attending town-

_

-hread th,» m*kes

■■w.'.- If
H
ife;
•the
/‘C,?
Of
J'Vise
j

Young

here she has

U home

from Seal

teaching.
farm to Seth Cleaves last fall, have moved
is what ymir money will earn il
Cecil Whaling, of Gouldsboro, is emT. S. Workman and wife, of Brewer,
Invested tn shares of the
to Bar Harbor.
ployed by S. T. Spurling as mail carrier.
were recent guests here.
4._Kin.
Jbs.
March 6.
Harry Morrison, of W inter Harbor, was
M. ll. Winslow and wife have returned
BURRY.
a week-end guest of Miss Bessie Young.
Falls.
SOUND.
from a visit to Sprague’s
There was a pleaaant gathering at the
Walter Young’s little daughter, who
Mrs. Patten, with little daughter, of home of Capt. C. C. Johnson and wife,
The Baptist society thanks all who have
A SEW HERIEN
has been ill of diphtheria, is better. No
the woodpile at the Rockland, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Feb. 28
Mrs.
in
Johnson’s
up
building
seventy-sixth
Helped
Is now open. Share*. 81 each. monthly
other cases are reported.
Etta McKusick.
eburch.
birthday. Among those present were
menu. 81 per ehare,
The church, which ba9 been closed on
News of the death of Lewis Dorr at their daughter, Mrs. E. E. Swett, their
Unabel, wife of Wiley Tracy, and eldest
account of diphtheria, was opened Sun- WHY
Mrs.
&oscoe
other
home
at
the
died
Gasper,
where
he
daughter,
FAY RENT
Corinna caused sadness here,
daughter of Elmer Rice,
Mr. Case, of Cherrywhen you can tM»rrow on your
great
grandchildren, day for services.
He was visitiife his grandchildren,
formerly lived.
Share* give a ltr*l
a helpful sermon.
delivered
and
Johnson
refriends.
Mrs.
fleld,
mortgage and
neighbors
when
reduce it
ten cases of daughter, Mrs. Charles Carteton,
BIRCft HARBOR.

vj

LAMOINE.

York.

The

GOULDSBORO.

parents here last week.

Ross Cornier and

to

Star, made

Rhaumatlam,
Cota, SwalHnga, IrA
ht/uHaa —lo- W

m,

awarded to

Edna

sets fit to lay out a large amount of money
recently erected.
The road is
Miss Marion Coombs has returned to ! on the road men turned.
w ide
enough in places for pedesIslestioro, after teaching a profitable term hardly
trians to pess one another.
in the Emerson district.
March 7.
G.

engineer
brief visit

Page,

Inez

18.

The prize for the best waltzers
Charley Orcutt and Miss

attended.

Pretty Marsh,

he has

Isiesboro,

Elk’s hall Feb. 24

The dance at

Mrs. Florence Guilford, with
baby their beingsaliowed to pass through here, |
Elizabeth, visited her sister, Aft-s. Charles work on the Bowlker job will not be re- j
Wardwell, last week.
Burned this spring, and those who were
A. K. Dodge has just finished
putting in | depending on that work will be compelled
Ibe windows in the new
building which to seek work elsewhere, unless t be town

of

a B

Mrs. Irvin Gray has gone to Boston to
supper at Union hall last week. Proceeds,
join Capt. Gray, in the schooner Meteor.
(12.
I Try them and Prove it! j
Miss Wilda Cooper and sister Erma, of
Mrs. G. A. Grindle, who has been visitBoston, are visiting their uncle, Daniel ing her daughter, Mrs. G. M. Allen, five
[n Prepared full strength and pure in I
Ryan.
months, baa ret urned to Melrose, Mass., to ■
all the popular flavor*
f

west

normal school.

Hoy K. Webster,

NORTH SEDGWICK.

School, taught by

ents in Bluehill.

prevalent. Mrs.
Hilda, who were

confined to the house for some weeks,
out, and Mrs. G. W. Haynes is better.

duties in the

Boston, M&m.

tar CaUa, Tara
Bowel (Heard m.
Cholera Morton, Baby Mn. BeBel la
amp sore.

Mrs. 'William Temple and daughter have
returned from a visit to Mrs. Harvard
Havey of West Sullivan.

The

are

best to set you
Write for it today.

R. W. Nutter and wife.

Ellsworth.

England

our

a.

Genevieve Cole is visiting relatives
in Waterville and Augusta.

Mrs. Albert Bowden is visiting her par-

few

Allen Smith and Miss
has

are

made for New

j

a«

Miss

SOUTH BROOKS'VILLE.
H. P.

especially

I

§

LIAflMETJSfl JfL

Capt. Deasy’s.

Thelma.

PRETTY MARSH.

are

particular problems many times. We will do
right. Our free Crop Booklet will assist you also.
NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER CO,

guest at

_

prepare for

Animal Fertilizers

England

your

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Julia Guptill

Brooklin; Mr. and Mrs. McNaulty, of
O. Treadwell, who ha6 been
Dorchester, Mass.; and Mrs. Johanna
getting out logs, stavewood and cord wood
Dority. At a late hour the friends departed Gilley.
this winter, completed operations Saturwith best wishes that Capt. Wasgate may
Edmund B. Reed, wife and son Edmund,
William H. Moore and wife have reday.
turned from West Sullivan, where they
jr., who have spent the winter at Owl’s
eujoy many more such events.
Mrs.
who
has
been
for
Orcutt,
caring
March 6.
Head are home. Mr. Reed will go to work
Une Femme.
have been with their daughter the past
her daughter, Mrs. Bernice Soper, of Bar
on the Stanley weir at Moose island.
two months.
and
here
Haroor,
Saturday
Sunday
spent
NORTH CASTJNE.
The children’s sewing circle met SatnrNews was received Saturday of the
with her daughter, Mrs. Harry Rodick.
death of Mrs. Kate Noonan, of Brooklyn,
Balph S. Ward we J1 and wife are visiting day with Theresa Lunt. Five members
Mrs. Orcutt will return to-day with her
relatives here.
were present.
N. Y., a former resident here. Funeral
The circle will meet next
son George to her home in Amherst.
He
services are to be held in Union church
Norman Conner, of Gastine, is visiting Saturday w»tb Katie Pomroy. They are also
and
with
Mrs.
spent Saturday
Sunday
still working to pay a janitor for the
Tuesday.
his brother Ross.
Rodick.
Mar. 7.
C.
Arthur P. Guilford has gone to Owl’s church. Robert Dix fills the place.
March 6.
ARE.
■•ad to

New

_

and

regarding

soils, from Packing and Rendering House materials. If you are in doubt
just what your soil needs, write us fully. We have probably solved

day by Mrs. Irving Whitaker.
Rupert Blance has gone to Brooklin to
visiting spend a few weeks with his grandparents,

Bartlett, who has been
grandparents, F. T. Hodgkins

out of many,

The E. S. N. S. closed ita winter term
Wednesday. The steamer Stockton made
a special trip from Castine to Bucksport
for the purpose of carrying the students to
connect with the train for Bangor.

Barron at

Grace
her

typical letter,

I rained *w«»«toorn on 13 were.* during thin last weapon, and received 91J00
from this acreage. TTiis was raised n« your fertiliser*, which in my exper*
ienoe I have always found reliable and profitable.
While others mav talk of receiving a prize at some fair for the beat ear or
several ear* of corn. I believe that the be-t prixe that any farmer cm obtain
Such
is m excellent crop, which «‘M be turned into money as in my ease.
results are not confined to the favored few, but any man who nsea fertiliser*
like the New England and will put thought and care into his work will be
well paid for hi* efforts.
"
I most strongly reoomraeod the use of New England Animal Fertilisers."
H. A. QUINT, Conway, N. U.
Yours truly,

Monday evening, at the home of Rev. R.
C. Douthitt, Mrs. Kathryn Hunt and Jo- |
seph Morey were married. Mr. and Mrs.
Morey left Tuesday for a short visit in
Machias, Mrs. Morey’s former home.
Mar. 6.
G.

Dr. and Mrs.

house.

a

NEW ENGLAND ANIMAL FERTILIZERS

served.

with regret the in-

departure of Dr. S.

in the

by Herman L.

learns

Phelps have made
Gray
lasting friends here, who wish them prosthe
piece,
company returned to the parlors
A slight improvement was reported last perity in their new field.
where they were delightfully entertained Saturday in the condition of Daniel G.
March 6.
Vox Populi.
with solos and instrumental music by Rich, who has been confined to the house
Miss Carrie Snow.
MARLBORO.
several weeks by a serious trouble with bis
Although ninety-one years have passed foot.
S. S. Mitchell, of Cherryfieid, is visiting
over Captain Wasgate’s bead, one would
March 6.
D.
Melvin L. Wilbur.
hardly realize it by his appearance. He
WEST TRE MONT.
I Miss Inez Ford, who is teaching in
reads without glasses and keeps in touch
I Brewer, spent Friday night and Saturday
with events of the day, besides attending
Mrs. Zulma S. Clark is at L. W. Rumill’s
at home.
masonic- meetings and the annual banquet visiting her daughter Myra.
•f the “Forty-niners”.
Mrs. S. H. Remick and her son, Melvin
Mrs. Merl Farley’s baby has been quite
was

This is

and

games.

Mrs. Frank Farnbam has the sympathy
the death of her mother, Mrs.
Phcebe Russell.

re-

of all in

to remain seated and

be

by Mr. Lawrence

of New York.

turkey

were

summer

days

few

a

Mrs. Joseph Hackett and son Porter are
Golden Rule society of the Metho- ; spending several days in Rockland.
dist church met with Mrs. H. H. Havey
W. A. Ricker left Saturday morning for
for
session. a
Wednesday,
an-all-day
business trip to Boston and New York.
in
the
Thirty-nine participated
enjoyable
Hermoa W’escoit, who has employment
occasion.
with the Wolworth Manufacturing Co.,
Basket-ball is at its height here. The
of Boston, is making a short ,visit with
high school team played in Bluehill Fri- his parents.
day evening. The second town team
The alliance met Friday evening at the
played at Winter Harbor the same evening home
of W. A. Walker and wife. A paper
and the first town team went to Milbridge,
was read by Or. Parsons on “The Great
Saturday evening. The home team won at
White
Refreshments were
Plague”.
Winter

Mrs. Ira Gross is quite ill.
Frank M. Thompson is ill at the home of
his sister, Mrs. Fred R. Page.

Enos

with

wife.

It certainly does, and pays well. By using proper thought and care,
and the right kind of fertilizer, profitable crops are practically assured.

CASTINE.

Staples is spending
friends in Stonington.

Owen

of Nelson

home

The

ORLAND.

BIRTHDAY.

Boston, Feb. 18,
held open house

the

DOES NEW ENGLAND FARMING PAY?

B.

j

wife.

hisMwlf.

Bast

two

Mrs. Wil- \ Clara Williams, of Good Will Farm, is
1 iam Temple and daughter Leitha returned the guest of Miss Mary Hooke.
to Prospect Harbor Saturday, after sev- 1
Mrs. Charles Perkins is spending a few
eral weeks as guests of H. H. Havey and weeks with her sister in Monroe.

purchased the rink of
Mrs. Margaret R. Bunker, who has been
Fred Allen, has sold sixty feet of the
employed at Will R. Havey's, is now with
building to Warren Ford.
Emery Bracy Mrs. Sherman Libby, who is ill of throat
has begun to take down the part of the
trouble.
budding which Mr. Mayo has reserved for
March 7.
Spec.

41

visit at

William Moore and

man

Mayo,

her

Milbridge Saturday, j

returned to

short

a

Stevens, with

W. Bunker and

in

BrookB.

served.
A. H.

ily

ucen

Ellsvonii Loan and Bnildioi As*n

jWilliam

Tel/

****•. JH«,

—

Fully nine out of every
.rheumatism is simply rheumatism of the
muscles due to cold or damp, or chronic
rheumatism, neither of which requires *oy
to
internal treatment. All that is needed
afford relief is the free application of
Chamberlain’s Liniment. Give it a trial.
with the
Too are certain to be pleased
ell
•nick relief which it affords. Sold by

m'

I

taken ill of pneumonia and lived but
few days.
H.
Feb. 27.

March 6.

a

the offensive discharge
by
caused by Na*>al Catarrh fails from the back
of the nose into the throat, setting up au in
Humiliation that is likely to mean
hrouic
Bronchitis.
The moat satisfactoiy remedy
for Catarrh is Ely s Cream Balm, amt the relief that follows even the Hrst application
cannot be told in words.
Lion t suffer a day

FOLEY KIUNEY PILLS
Neutralize and remove the poisons that
rheumatism, nervousness
backache,
cause
and all kidney and bladder irregularities.
They build up and restore the nsturaJ action
of these vital organs. For sale by all drug-

gists.

every iimnih? Mmitlilv
payments > lid interest together
a ill amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and m about ten years you
will

8.

l»r *i#

I

longer from the discomfort of Nasai Catarrh.
Cream Balm is sold
by all druggist* for fio
cent*, or mailed by Ely Eros., M Warren
Street, New York.

Medicines that aid nature are always
Cbsmberiain’s Cough
most successful.
Remedy acta on this plan. It loosens the
cough, relieves the lungs, opens the secretions and aids nature in restoring the system to a healthy condition.
Bold by all
dealers.

pay

OWN

TOUR OWN
For

*»•

Fko
ot

Taclbt, Hac*y,
Firm Nat’l Bank Bids,
k. w. tno. President.

$

fiW

HOME.

particulars inquire
O. W

■-

W

Uhummkt

*« - «n./on.

Britain, Edwin u, Charles and

MEWn,

pOUNTV

9KA1. HARBOB.
for the
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Miss Amy,

southwest

Pbobe, widow John R. Russell, died
Tbureday at the home of her aon, J. P.
Rusaell, of Dock Cove, aged nearly ninetym pise.
two years.
Bbo leaves two sons-J. p.
entertained
wife
I.ynam and
Russell, of Duck Cove. Ernest Russell, of
whist Saturday evening.
Brockton, Maes.,and four daughters-Mrs
ha. ratnrned to
George Maddox, of Brockton; Mrs. Charles
Anme Wa.hb.rn
two
.Mr
.pending
Brewer,
Page, of Bucksport; Mrs. Frank FaroMr.. Jatne. Varnom.
ham, of Orland, and Mrs. L. K. Bending.
an
correct
to
William Beazley, a famous old-time ship
correspondent wi.be.
D.
C.
The
AMERICA!..
last week**
builder, authority on wooden vessel coninstep
new

Harbor.

Mrs. J. T. R. Freeman who hu been seriously ill several weeks, is better.

Are

j
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2£ It

•^
j£roe,n
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Mr. Staples, of Portland, who has purchased the Island house, is in town making arrangements for repairs.

i Artemas Richardson, who has been
! taking a commercial coarse at the Shaw
business college at Bangor, is home,
having finished his studies.
I The
grammar and primary grades will
Mrs. Archie Potter
struction, and prominent resident of close the winter term
jnet with
1
Friday, March 10,
aa reported.
Patten,
died
Feb.
Bucksport,
Toeaday,
28, aged after pleasant and profitable terms. Both
Mr. Archie
buildnchcot
new
He
a
was
director of the Misa Springer and Miss Smith Have
i.l»tthe
eighty-two years.
given
aucctaa. A goodly sum Bucksport national bank and several Ban- j
„ decided
general aatisfaction. The high school will
in
tiled
be
will
purdeacon
o(
the Congregational continue three weeks
gor banka,
realired. which
|
longer.
the schoolroom.
cbnrcb, and forty-seven yesrs a Mason. | An
picture, for
entitled “My
entertaining
comedy,
He
leaves a son Postmaster Edwsrd L. |
of rejoicing among the pqOld New Hampshire Home”, was presented
B i, a ran o'
that a belfry is Beazley, of Bneksport, and a daughter— at Masonic
schonl
hall on Wednesday evening,
, th, grammar
Mrs. Thomas Bridges, of Lowell, Mass.
•V
ho erected on the fchoolhoune.
under tbe management of the Eastern Star

',TW.„ie,o,

ging

M,ght

j

labored long to

have

pupil.

earn

the

a bell and
money to purchase
bell was
belfry, and although the
owing to circnmseveral

year.ago,

they have not bad the [ftivilege of
Through the interest of the
Mis. Inna Boynton, the nec»sfunds have been raised, and B. W.
Son Will begin work on the
gBudag. ,v
hclfry at once.
KK*'
March 6.__

"aing it

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

j

The temperance meeting at tbe Congregational church Sunday evening, Feb. 26,
Fred Mitchell recently lost a valuable was an interesting rally. The lecture by
the pastor was an excellent one.
Rev.
horse.
Mr. Brown opened the service and Mrs.
Stillman Urindle has gone to Frankfort
Lizzie Holmes gave a reading.
Good
to work on stone.
singing added to tbe interest. Tbe collecMrs. Jennie Perkins has gone to Jay to
tion was for the Willard memorial.
visit her slater, who ia ill.
Lucinda T., widow of Benjamin Dodge,
Mrs. Gueste Urindle is visiting her died on the
morning of March 4, after
mother, Mrs. Maria Weacott.
lying unconscious nearly a week from a
Mrs. Clara Bowden, o( Sargentville, is
stroke of paralysis. She had been helpless
with her brother, Arthur Grindle, while some months from an attack which affecther son Chandler ia in Portland recovering ed one side. Until her health was
impaired,
from an operation for appendicitis.
something more than two years ago, Mrs.
March 4.
G.
Dodge had been an active woman, a notable
housekeeper and zealous in promoting the
WEST HANCOCK.
interest of the Baptist church, of which
Hollis Linscott is ill.
she was a consistent member, also of the
She
Benjamin Shute has been quite ill, but I W. C. T. U and other societies.
was
is improving.
nearly eighty years of age. The
funeral
be held on Tuesday {at the
Johj* Young, of Surry, was a recent home, of.will
her only .daughter, Mrs. May
guest at H. C. Miiliken’s.
who has tenderly cared for her
David Farnsworth bas moved into one Sawyer,
I mother.
of the Hoeea Phillips houses at (WashingI
March 4.
Spray.
ton Junction.

|

work.

_

WINTRR HARBOR.
A11 ley is ill.*

Alphonso

home from Bar
Bsrry Morrisen is at
Harbor.
an
lUlbsn L. Sargent is out again after
weeks.
Basse of several
Hn. Ida Weston who has been Id Bosis borne.
toa severs! weeks
AU schools except the high school will
Friday frr four weeks.
liirles Dwelley, of Franklin, a former

dim

j

I

teaaher here, was here Friday.
Alfred Merchant and wife, who have
are
bsea visit lag relatives at Sullivan,
home.

■edney O’Reilly has moved hia family

formerly occupied by

isle the burse

Shir-

V.

ley Joy.
The Bapt-at circle furnished a dinner at
the vestry Monday for the umveaiiunce of
thaee guarding town-meeting.
Aa interesting game of basket-ball was
played Friday evening between the Franklin sad w nter Harbor teams. Seore, 37—
13 ia favor of the visitors.
E.
March

bor,

Tinker and wife, of Northeast
visiting Mrs. Tinker’s
father, Jesse Brown.
Sumac.

March£._
REACH.

Mrs. Locretia Shaw is suffering (from

abhvlllk.

acute

pneumonia.

Miss Marion

recently.
Qoptill, of DnionviUe,

Hodgkins

Fremont

short visit

<

Mrs. Myrtle Robbins and three sons,
Maynard, Emery and James, are visiting

is

returned home,

has

;

Boston.

in

Havey, of Weet Sullivan,
sunt, Mrs. Jessie Bragdon,

Miss Kinsbetb

visited her

!

Hoy, little son of Thomas Damon and
wife, fell Saturday and broke his collar
bone and injured bis bead.

MrB

Bean

the

guests
of East Sullivan,
were

and
daughter
of Mrs. Berths
a

days

few

last

Mrs.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Ferry.

Mrs C. A. Moon is at Mt. Desert

Miss

Charlene

Wilson

is

PHCEBE.

Mirch 6.

home

from

Henry Preble was a recent guest of Mrs.
George Noyes in Presque Me.

MKlNLEY.

Joy is spending his vacation with
grandparents in Winter Harbor.
Mrs. E lw
linker viaited bar sister at
.-orosie meets Thursday night, Mrs. Bart
(Ymiwrry isteslast week.
Joy and Mrs. Emerson Smith matrons.
Mr. Hobblee, f cHou caster, ia installing
The high school basket-ball team played
the ngine in the cold storage plant.
with the team at Bluchill, Friday evening.
Miss Ruths Uott

is

in

Allen

Boston.

his

The steamer Booth buy still costinues to
call here Mon lays for large shipments of
tlsh fur Boston.
J. U iLinsun anddsnffhter, Lucy
Southwest Harbor.- called on

A.

of

relatives here
H.

Friday.

Monday

Knhirdson

and

attended

a

srtJe

were

in

Tuesday. Mr.
meeting of the

Roval Arch chapter.
Match 6.

P. M.

SEDGWICK.

Mrs. William Wilson, o( Boston, arrived
lor a-.visit with Mr parents, W.
N. Means.

Saturday

anpaaial meeting o( Gaiumbia
chapter, O. JJ. a,, Friday eventag. Two
wit

ctadtdites

asm

initiated.

The district deputy grand high priest
"U1 make hiB official visit to Manne•uekou chapter, Tuesday evening, March
The young ladias’thimble dub met last
•etk With Miss Grace Friend, lce-oiwm
sad cake were nerved. This weak
they
■*el with Mias U A.
fridges.
March 6.
M

TRENTON.
Mrs. E. p, Somes
Mt. Desert.

While

has returned

better

Emeline Hutchins, of Hancock,
sister, Mrs. Annis Tripp, last

petting

a

was

was

stray cat recently, Seth
severely bitten. Blood-

feared,

but the

wound

is

now.

The Atlantic social club met this
Mro- Merton Staples. There was an
large attendance. Refreshuiiusaaliy
ments wese-served.

Mrs. Delia Lsllv, of Otis, and Mrs.
Abbie Paett, of Elis worth, were guests of
Mrs. E. E. Higgins last week.
Capt. A. B. Holt returned from Augusta
the last of the week, and Mrs. Holt from

Bangor,

with

8.

improving.
Sterling Stinson, who has spent
ter in Waldoboro, is home.

HANCOCK POINT.
visit in

C. A. Penney bas returned
Boston.
Joe Tofts and wife and Misa Eleanor
Carter are visiting tbeir sister, Mrs.
Ueorge Hopkins# in Trenton.
Mrs. Hale anddangbter,

a

who have

Mrs. Hannah Cleveland, of Manset,
visiting Tag Cleveland and wife.

is

Charles Fifleld has bought the Will
Sweetser house, and will move there soon.
Mrs. Sterling Barbour,

visiting
man, in

w'ho has

been

daughter, Mrs. Mabel PutSouth Thomaston, is home.
her

March 2.

Mum.

NORTH BROOKS VILLE.

Harry Green

hi

I. J. Cousins

was

ill of typhoid fever.
in Ellsworth last week

business.

Mrs. Jane Canary, of Surry, is visiting
her sister, Mrs. G. A. Pierce.
a

Mrs. Kinney Grindle has returned from
visit to her daughter at Bingham.
March 6.
C.

spent

tbe winter in Cberryfleld, will return to
Mrs. Hate
tbeir borne ben Wednesday.

poor health.
March 8.

the win-

Eva Chatto, of Ellsworth, is the guest of
Clara Conner.

__

from

Y.

WEST STON1NGTON.

on

Feb. 2S.

rela-

Mrs. Stephen Small, who has been ill, is

of

sured.

visiting

March fi.

Joseph walker was
burned Monday, Feb. 20, witb nearly all
content#. Tbe fire caugbt in the ell and
spread quickly. Tbe building wan indwelling

where she had been

tives.

week

Tbe

W. >1. Stanley, who has baa* visiting in
Mas*HrhB*ett£«?veral month*, is borne.
Mrs. I. J. Sylvester and daughter Indian
irave to-day !<ir a trip to Boatua and New
York.

There

ATLANTIC.

poisoning

Richardson and

P.

Mllnworib

H

March. 6.

Block bridge

is in

B.

BBOftKSVILLE.

James Boper is ntoviug into part of his
mother’s boose.
Archie Hutcbinsan, who bts been ill at
has returned to bis borne
tram, Cbarlea Young’s,
at South Brookaville.

Oilman Chatto and Raymond Cousins,
Jr,, and family have
,of Blonington, an spending a few days
Hervry Romer house.
with Misa Emma Gtay.
Miss Blanche A.
Hopkins, who haa been
A.
Feb. 27.
visiting Mies Joanna McCarthy, of Eiiswortb, has seturned home.
NORTH DBER ISLE.
Mrs. Florence Moose
wbq, with her
Emery Ellis arrived home last week.
“■ghter Irene, haa been suiting her
Bav. Mr. Msniey, «t New Bedford,
"»ier, Mrs. Tilden Bowden, at .Bar HarConn,, is visiting bis ceaain, Mrs. Allen
bor, is home.
8 mail.
Mrs. Jane
H.
Gordon, attar spending the
Feb. 127.
three months with her sister, Mrs.
T. Leland, has
DEDHAM.
returned home- Mrs.
Wand is in pom health.
Miss Ethel Fogg baa gone to Bangor.
March 6.
M,v
Mrs. Wentworth Staples is visiting relatives in Bangor.
BUCKBPORT.
Iona, widow of Benjamin Kaliah, forss- Mrs. Lizzie Bnrrill is visiting Bin Nellie
th>s town, died Feb. 28 at her home Estes in Brewer.
■ New
BFeb. 27.
Britain., Cona., aged eight/ years.
leaves four aoaa-Philo, of New

SOUTH HANCOCK.

Following is a list of officers of Leonard
Wooster lodge, I. (A G. T. recently installed: A. B. Foss, C. T; Ethel Hodgkins, V. T; Horace Stratton, secretary;
Willie Dow, assistant secretary; J. P.
Walker, treasurer; Martha P. Walker, F.
S.; H. D. Ball, chaplain; Archie Foss, M.; |
Marion Merchant, JA M; George Merchant, guard; Ellis Young sentinel,
Emma Hodgkins, P. C. T.; Augusta Jordan, S. J. T.
Feb. 27.

K 8Moore,
■oved ino the

__

W.

NOflTH ORLAND.
Miss Dells Patterson, who has been in
Milo the past few weeks, is home.
Mrs. Jessie Billings was a week-end
guest of Miss Grace Crosby at the village.
Mrs. Tressa Patterson, of Milo, is visiting her grandparents, James Gibbons and
wife.
March 6.
B.

_
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«"“Kb
quickly Mtopped a
troubled wa,”

14 acta in a I cases of
'*
trouble. Be*'}W »“■*

Nav tabatitutea.
?': For sale by sfldrugglate.

j
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A Cold. U firlppe. then Pn-uiwewiw
Foley's
Is too often tbs fatal sequerce.
Ham v aud Tar expels the cold, checks JaIt is a
grippe, and prevents pneumonia.
ceaurouiut and reliable cough niedlcinethat
It is as safe fur your
talns no narcotics.
For bsIs by all drugchildren as yonrsslf.

gists.

on

a

journey

j

GOTT’S ISLAND.
M. V. Babbidge has lumbago.
Tbe men who
have cut
wood on
Placentia are improving the fine weather
boating home their wood.
March 9.
Chips.
MeSkln*1 for Kldnet Al imniH.
Many elderly people have found in Fo'ey's
an
ick relief and permanent
Remedy
Kidney
benefit from kidne. and bladder ailmeuts and
from annoying urinary irregularities due to
advancing years. Isaac N. Regan, Farmer.
Mo., says: -Foley’s Kidney Remedy effected
a complete cure iu my case and 1 want others
to know of it.” For sale by ail druggists.

A ■Mhtr’i Hllfrt.
VFoley’s Honey end Ter In the eUMmk lm
beet end sefeat (or ell coeebe, eelde, mas.
whoopfnr cough end Lroncbltie. Hi eptoMaFor eele by ell 0mggUte.

StfonttMMm.

How To-Stop
-A-

*

builder to do the work properly—
and cure you to stay cured. Vinol
is the remedy you need.
HERE IS PROOF
Mrs. Minnie Osgood, of Glenn WmM0t~
N. Y.p writes:-“ After trying MvernlfMh*
ediea for u bad cough and cold allhwi
benefit, I was asked to try Vinol. Ik
worked like magic. It cured my oottL
and eongh and I gained in health awd
strength. I consider Vinol the mask
wonderful tonic and invigorator I ewr
MW."

Fearful Fate ef Ravaillac.
In these days when executions, if
held at all, are mostly carried out in
private, it is difficult for us to understand the feelings of savagery with
which an old time mob witnessed a
popular execution. Here is Bloundelle
Burton’s account—from “The Fate of
Henry of Navarre"—of the scene when
Ravaillac, tbe assassin of the king,
had. after shocking tortures, been torn
asunder by wild horses: “Tbe executioner had begun to dismember him
and was about to cast his remains into
the second caldron when the vast
crowd prevented him from doing so.
They each required a portion of tbe
body of the king's assassin, and most
of them obtained one. That night
many bonfires blazed in and around
Paris, and in their midst were consumed pieces of Ravalllac's frame; od
barn doors in other places were nailed
similar scraps of his body, as hawks
and owls and carrion crows were nailed as a warning to others of their
breed.”

coffin was filled witn weapons, auu so
was Sark cleansed of Its evil Inhabit-

A Story of Mathows.
Charles Mathews one day previous
to the period of his publicly proclaimed
dire bankruptcy Invited a friend to
The walnuts were
dine with him.

If we cannot stop that cou^c
with VINOL—our delicious codliver and iron tonic—which is made
without oil—we will not charge
you a cent for the medicine you.
buy. This seems like a pretty fair
proposition—and ought to be accepted. Don’t you think so? With,
this understanding we ask you to
try a bottle of VINOL,
GEO. A. PARCH KB, DRUGGIST,
Ell., orth. Me.

SiOuaU mt Stramfcoit*.

In Effect Dec. 5, 1910.
BAS

ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls.
Nicolin.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake.
Holden.
Brewer Jane.
BANGOR...-ar.

Mystery.”
While Grant was president General
G. E. Pickett, who led the fatal charge
against the Union forces the last day
at Gettysburg, called at the White
House to pay his respects. Grant knew
that his old comrade at West Point
had been made a poor man by the
war and offered him the marshalshlp
of Virginia. While sorely needing help,
General Pickett knew the heavy draft
made upon the president by office seek-

Boston.lv.
Portland.lv.

on

dissolved

She sadly looked at him, then
sighed and said:
“It was five nice miles two years
ago, but some English brute came over
with chains and made it seven, and
our hearts are broke walking it ever
since. Bad luck to them!”
And she disappeared into the house,
leaving him there.—Illustrated Bits.

Cramp In tha Lag.
To those who suffer from eramp in
the leg at night the following hint
may be useful: When the cramp
comes on take a good strong string—
a long garter will do—wind It
round
the leg over the place that Is affected
and take an end in each band and
give it a sharp pull, one that will hurt
a little.
Instantly the eramp will depart, and the sufferer can return to
bed assured it will not come on again
that night.
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steamer will leave
arriving at Mt. Dsavri
a

Bar Harbor at 6 50 a m.
Ferry at 7.30 a m, Sundays excepted.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4JO
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, I0P
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stops on signal to conductor.
°
Stops only to leave passengers from point*
on Washington County Railroad.
These trains connectat Bangor with throve
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland*
Boston and St John.

in

Stomach and Liver Tab-

invariably bring relief to women sufEnglish Injustice.
from chronic constipation, headAn Australian tourist traveling In fering
sallowness of
the west of Ireland asked an old wo- ache, biliousness, dizziness,
the skin and dyspepsia.
Bold by all dealman how far it was to the nearest
town.
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fourteen,
burned to death in a fire which destroyed
bis father’s home at Randolph Thursday.
Viola Ratchelder, of Holden, aged seventeen years, disappointed in love, committed suicide Thursday by drinking a
solution of rough
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“You can't afford to do this for me,”
he said, "and I can't afford to take it.”
"I can afford to do anything I please
that is right,” Grant replied quietly.

Grant,
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9 06
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Passengers
cure

are
earnestly requestly to ms
tickets before entering the trains, aad
Ellsworth to Falls and Falu to

tsyecinllg

F. E. BOOTHBT,
General Passenger Afloat.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President A General Maaager.
Portland, Me.

ers.
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The Doctor’s

Eastern Steamship Company

Question.

Reduced Winter Fin;
Bar Harbor and Boston (3,Of.

Much

Sickness

Due

to
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor WiB
Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor
Harbor, Manset, Southwest Harbor*
Stonington, North Haven and Rockland, tas’
nectlng with steamer for Boston.

Bowel Disorders.
A

by

a m,

Northeast

doctor’s first question when consulted

patient is,

“Are your bowels reguHe knows that 98 per cent, of illwith inactive bowels and
torpid liver, and that thia condition must
be removed gently and thoroughly before
health can be restored.
Rexall Orderlies are a positive, pleasant
a

Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll 940 a a.
Monday and Thursday tor South RfoehliT
«ro. kU
Sedgwick, Deer Isle, fenNatvK
South BiookHYllle, Dark Harbor and FrttkM

lar?”
nesB

A Mean Question.
was George's idea to give
me a silver spoon for every birthday.”
“How many has he given yon?”

“Yes, It

is sttended

and safe

remedy

for

constipation

bowel disorders in general.
We are so
great curative value that
we promise to
return the purchaser’s
money in every case when they fail to
produce entire satisfaction.
Kexall Orderlies are eaten like candy,
they act quietly, and have a soothing,
strengthening, healing influence on the
entire intestinal tract.
They do not

Dealer.
Cautious.
“I have a remarkable history" began the lady who looked like a possible client.
“To tell or sell?" Inquired the lawyer cautiously.—Washington Herald.

purge, gripe, cause nausea,
cessive looseness, diarrhoea

flatulence,
or

other

are especially good
children, weak persons or old folks.
Two sizes, 26c. and 10c. Sold only at our
store
The Kexall Store. .E. Q. Moore,
cor. opp. postofllce.

A Cured Man.
Annapolis. N. 8.. Jan. 31,1911.
Manager of Maine Keeley, Portland, Me.
Dear Sir
It has been several yei*s since I
took the Keeley •"’lure and will say that during
ill this time I have never h >d the least desire
for any kind of stimulan's.
I wlt-h I had
taken the Cure 10 years before I did.
Sincerely yours, Jos. McMcllin, Annapolis
Etoyal, Nova Scotia.
tbs customers and

]

Railroad Men.
Look out for severe and even
dangerous
and
bladder
kidney
trouble resulting from
years of rallro ding.
Ueo. E. Bell, «8» Third
at.. Fort Wayne, led. was
many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. He
says- “Twenty years of railroading left my kidneys In
terrible condition. There was a continual
across
paiu
my back aud hips and my kidneys gave me much distress, and the action
of my bladder was frequent and most
painful
I got a supply of Foiey
Kidney Pills and the
brst bottle made a w nderful
improvement
and four bottles cured me
completely. Since
being cured l have recommended Foley Kidney Pills to many of my railroad friends.’’
For sale by all druggists.
to

for Boston.

RETURNING

[

Turbine Steel

Steamship

Belfast.

RockUttf?0*'0*1 5 P

m

Tueftday

a°d

■'fUloy

Im-

Leave

Rockland ft.15 a m, or on arrival ok'
steamer from Boston,
Wednesday and Salar
day^ for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll and intermedia!*
landings.

E. L.

SMITH. Agent, Bcr HhrOoi.
iJtnniCH, Agent, Bluehlll.

*■ M-

ex-

for

Warning

steamer

an-

noying effect. They

A Dubious Saying.
He—They say that the face is an
index of the mind. She—I don’t know.
It doesn't follow because a woman’s
face Is made np that her mind Is.—Boston Transcript.

connecting with

and

certain of their

“Why. twenty-two.”
“Why did he stop?”—Cleveland Plain

the salesman.

TO BANGOR.

AM
(AM
BASHAR.... lv. •
10 IB
Sorrento.

Grant and Pickatt.
New evidence that the great men
are the true men—true to tbeuuelvea,
to their country and to their friends—
appears in a story told in Colonel Nicholas Smith’s book, “Grant, the Man of

When Tea Was Dear.
Those who grumble at the price of
tea should turn for consolation to the
records of its price in early times. At
its
first introdn tion into England,
about the middle of the seventeenth
century, tea fetched anything between
£6 and £10 a pound, and though a full
In price quickly took place the East
India company still had to pay over
f4 for the two pounds of tea which it
However, even
presented the king.
thus it is doubtful if the tea merchants
that
the importagot very fat, seeing
tion of some 1.000 pounds in 1078 was
enough to glut the market for some
years.—London Chronicle.
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washed down by some rare sherry.
“That's a delicious wine,” his friend
exclaimed. “It must have cost you a
lot of money.”
“It didn't cost me anything that I
know of.” the flighty comedian answered, with a shrug.
“You had it given to you, then?” the
friend suggested.
“Oh, no," answered Mathews; “I
bought it from Ellis. In Bond street.”
"But he will charge you something
for It?" the friend exclaimed In astonishment.
“I believe he does write something
down in a book.” Charles retorted
gravely. “Let's have another glass,
my boy.”

issisU

cause.

Cough syrups cannot do this. It
takes a constitutional tonic body

What we want Is something popular,
something that everybody's beard of.
I tell you what you do—you get her to
give us something of Hoyt's!”

Pirates and Strategy.
The virtuous irland of Sark was not
always so. When Edward III. was
king, Sark was a haunt of pirates and
wreckers. Sir A. Conan Doyle in "Sir
Nigel” tells how they lived not upon
the Island, “but from what they can
gather upon the sea around it. They
are broken folk from all countries—
justice fliers, prison breakers, reavers,
escaped bondsmen, murderers and
staff breakers who have made their
it
way to this outland place and hold
against all comers.” The merchants
of Rye and Wtnchelsea fitted out an
expedition against those scourges of
A landing was obthe narrow seas.
Leave was obtained by strategy.
tained to bury a supposititious dead
sailor on the island, the burying party
to come unarmed. But that apparent

We don't mean just stop the irtitation in your throat—but cure the

underlying

“How's he? Good writer?”
“Excellent, excellent.”
“Well,” said Tabor ruminatively,
“those fellows may be all right as authors. but they ain’t well enough
known to suit the people out here.

to

Cough

Stubborn

“Shakespeare."

—

A

A rmard to Mtor Me* a prt(ato,
toe! entail M»
elw^WH

IfMctpwpw dmliHw to

“Who wrote It?” asked Tabor.
“Schiller," said the count.
“Is he a first class dramatist?” asked Tabor.
"Surely, surely,” said the count.
•He is most Illustrious.”
“Humph! Never heard of him,"
“What else does
commented Tabor.
she do?”1
’As You Like It,' ‘Antony and Cleopatra,' 'Macbeth’
“tVho wrote them?"

week.

Greenville.

week.

t'apt.
Homes,

NORTH LAMOINE.
visited her

Elizabeth

-r

The Supreme Ruler of the Universe, in His infinite wisdom, has again entered Asticou Rebekah lodge. No. 114, of
Northeast Harbor, sod removed from onr
midst our belovedb rother, George W. Bartlett,
therefore, be it
Hesolved. That in his death we lose an hon
ored and faithful member.
Meeolved, That we extend to the relatives
oar deepest sympathy, trusting that in his
loss they may be closer hound by the ties of
fraternal friendship and truth.
Resolved, That our charter be drafted in
mourning for a period of thirty days; that a
copy of these reaolutione be spread upon our
records, a copy sent to the immediate relatives and one to Tub Ellswobtb American
for publication.
Hattie D. Graves,
Bernice D. Staples,
Mary S. Smallidoe.
Committee.

L.

March 4.

recently.
K

Btonington.

relatives in

Fred Bean's.

at

employed
after

F. D. Eaton and wife are visiting Mrs.
Eaton's parents, Capt. John Marshall and
wife, at Deer Isle.

Mattie Bragdon, of Fanklin, visited

•t Fred Bean's

eorema.

Miss Rachel Haskell, of Deer Isle, is vis*
iting her cousin, Nellie B. Haskell.

gnp, is out again.
The youngeel child of Stepbsai Potter is
Mrs.

have been

afternoon he set out
Newmarket.

Count Boyentm. Mine Modjeska’s
hnsband, was arranging with Senator
Tabor for Modjeeka’s Brat appearance
In Denver, and tbe founder of dramatic art in Denver asked what parte she
played.
“Well,” said tbe count, "there is
‘Mary Stuart.’

ants.—London Standard.

MRMOMAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas,

Clifford

Harbor,

Mrs. Rimer Hanna, who has bean ill of

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

H. Smith and wife, of Northeast Harguests of W. K. Springer and

were

wife last week.

F._

very ill of

Tbe actors won much applause
from the large audience. A dance and
supper followed.

chapter.

Mrs. Sue Clements is in Bangor.
William Howland has gone to Boston to

Fax M a Gamester.
James Fox, the English
statesman, waa even more notorious In
the gaming world than be was famous
In the world of politics. He bad
squandered (250,000 before coming of
age. He became one of the most profligate gamesters of the vicious days in
whtcb be lived. Some of bis flnest displays In debate were sandwiched between excitement such as would unnerve most men who had no serious
business on hand. Walpole has given
a glimpse of a typical passage in this
extraordinary man's life. He had to
take part in the discussion on the
thirty-nine articles in parliament on a
certain Thursday. He bad sat up playing hazard from Tuesday evening until
5 o'clock on Wednesday afternoon. An
hour before he had recovered $60,000
that he had lost and by dinner time,
which was 5 o'clock, ended losing $55,On Thursday he spoke in the
000.
debate, went to dinner at past 11 at
night; thence to a club.- where he
drank till 7 the next morning; thence
to a gambling house, where he won
$30,000. and between 3 and 4 in the

Charles

THEofsubscriber
has been

hereby gives notice thB
duly appointed adminia•aoumathe estate of
FRED P. UATCHELL. Inte of
ORLAND;
county of Hanoock deceased. and
given bond, as the law directa.
All ner.
eons
tmviug demands sgainst the
tate of said deceased are desired
to preeeat
the same for settlement, and
nil Indebted
thereto are requested to make
pavmeut
metilately.
Joseph Iff Bbat»
Ri•*
Oiland. Feb. 18, 1911.
he

trator

--

iSt

T'Hfh.’wt!cri,lb*r Se™«>y

gives notice than

tAtrlv oflh, esute of^ ‘PP°iUted *d“‘“«*LEONARD

in

M.

the

MOORE,
WOETH.

late of

county of Hancock, deceaeed aw*
law directs.
EaVina0^*
M,theagainst
demands
the estate of said
deceased are desired to
present the same Um
settlement, and all indebted thereto are ro-

AUpermS

to

21, ifil.
February*5fk®

P*y»«nt

immediately

Maaosamr C. Moon*
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What waa to bo done?
oat to a finish, conquer now

Fight It

:i TKe

ROYAL

r
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The manufacturers of Royal Baking Powder have always declined
to
at

produce

a

cheap baking powder
quality.

Royal Baking Powder is made from

of tartar, and is
the embodiment erf all the excellence
possible to be attained in the highest class baking powder.
Royal Baking Powder costs only a
fair price, and is more economical
at its price than any other leavening
agent, because of the superlative
quality and absolute wholesomeness
of the food it makes.
cream

0

Ufatta made in imitation of baking powders, bat containing alum,
m freipeatly distributed tram door to doer, or given away in grocery
Oona Sorb iAwm are dangerous to me in food. In England.
Frwirr. Germany and tome sections of die United States dseir sale is
proMatSed by Uw. Aium is a dangerous mineral add, and al

I

Abe Blinger and bis wife being toe
May to work were determined to live
The
aa the community of Hopewell.
constable warned Abe that he couldn't
do it.
Abe said nothing, but Abe's
atothing was foand by the mill pond.
Mrs. Slinger took on awful, and a soft
hearted citizen started a purse for bet
aod $00 were raised, and there were j
others who contributed food and cloth- i
Mg- Hie widow moved from the sta- !
Me into a shanty.
Tea days after the powwow Abe
He had been carried downstream by the current and
thrown on an Island, where be had remained unconscious for days and without food for other days. It waa a pretty shy story, but the people had to
believe it and congratulate the teller
aa his wonderful escape.
It waa about sixty days later when
A citizen
the next event came off.
who owned a farm outside the village
hired Abe to dig a well. He bad refused Jobs not so hard or dangerous,
but he took this one right away. He
preferred well digging to even the
postoffice steps. When he bad been
digging for two days and after he had
thrown out hints about quicksand and
cave-Lna the alarm waa given that the
curbing of the well had caved In and
that Abe waa protnbtly a dead man
eighteen feet down.
There U only one thing to do in such
If llv
a caee—dig the poor fellow out.
lng. succor him: If dead, contribute s’
fund to bury him and carry the widow
along. There were some who wouldn't
down bnt for the fact that
hare
Abe bad gone to work and made no
kick.
His desire to help himself opened
If that hadn't then there
all hearts.
were the widow's tears and lamenta
lions to fall back on. The sum of $100
was raised for her. and It was more
clothes and more provisions.
The bottom of the well was struck
at last, but there was no Abe. There
sure bad been a cave-in. but It hadn't
caught him. There was a mystery on
If not at the bothand to be solved.
tom of the well, then where was be?
The question was on every lip for Jour
days, and then Abe came back to anIt was easily exswer it himself.

•Unger appeared.

_

co^*

plained.
He had

had warning of the

ing cave-in and bad scrambled

becoming a hero. He bad also moved
from a shanty Into a cottage and was
living on the top shelf. As a matter of
fact, he did finish toe well and thereby
made himself solid with all who might
Neverthehave otherwise criticised.
less the town constable felt that he had
He went to Abe
a duty to perform.
and said:
"You went to your death in the river
and returned? You went to your death
Don't try
in the well and returned.
If you do 1
the little game again.
don't believe the town will raise another dollar for your widow."
The summer had departed and late
Abe hadn't tired
autumn had come.
himself out looking for any more jobs,
bat was now offered the position of
night watchman of the village. It was
a cold job and poor pay. and no one
wanted it until he stepped forward.
Not a robbery had ever been committed in tbe village, but there were taxpayers who thought It best t» guard
against such things happening. When
the constable heard of the appointment he met Abe to say:
“No foolishness, now."
"If robbers come I shall kill some of
them.” was the reply.
“But if yon have them kill you don't
make a mess of it.’'
“I shall do my best to die. and when
you see me lying dead you will be sorry for what you have said."
Two weeks passed, and then one
night at midnight there were yells
and shots and the noise of running,
and the people turned out to find Aba
Slinger missing. He was searched for.
but not found. Next day there was a
grand bunt, bat no clew. Robbers bad
killed him and borne his body away—
another public subscription for tha
widow—more
provisions, fuel and
nothing. She actually opened an account at the village bank and put on
Another two weeks and
mourning.
the cat came back. Abe walked In to
aay that he had discovered three yeggmen a bo nt to break into the postoffice
and when be bad fired on them they
had seized and chloroformed him and
borne him away in a buggy.
For
twelve da vs be bad known nothing,
but now he had come back to take
his job again.
Hopewell didn't say much. It didn’t
threaten. It didn't bring out tar and
feathers.
It simply asked the question of Abe Slinger:
“How much cash will you take to
skate ont of this town and stay
skated?"
“One hundred dollars.” was the
And it was raised In
prompt reply
an hour, and within an hour Abe and
his wife were departing for new fields.
They were poor, but honest, but Hopewell preferred the other kind.

com-

out.

gncb was his terror that be had been
temporarily out of his bead. He remembered running away as fast as
fee could, bnt when his senses came
beck to him be was thirty miles away
As
end hiding in a farmer’s barn.
soon as he had recovered his nerve he
seme Jogging along borne and was
reedy to tackle the Job again.
Hopewell shook Its head in a doubting way. bnt did not talk much. Abe
HUnger was coming to the front and

Zt—Nj
_

the sacrifice of

pure grape
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Oistingeishing Marks.
Willie—How do you manage to tell
those
twin
sisters
apart? Cefcll—
When yon kiss -»ne of them she
threatens to tell her mt. while the other when kissed says she will tell pa.
Going Toe Far.
Baldheaded Man (in the witness
box)—The violent disorder was so terrible that it made my hair stand on
end. Judge iseverelyl—Be good enough
to rememlter that you are on ontb.'

never.

When Mrs. Mortlndale came home
from the meeting her husband was not
there.
He hud gone to business. Time
came for him to return, bat his key
did not rattle In the lock of the front
door
He had gone to his club and
A Story For Young Men About .. was sitting with the evening paper be
fore him. trying to |>ersua<le himself
to Be Mamed.
!!
!
■ ■
that he was reading it, but really in
<
>
<.
a
mental turmoil.
The question of
By EDWARD B KNIGHT
;;
the domestic supremacy had come up
♦ Copyright by American Press Asao- • >
for settlement, and it must he settledT
elation. 19U.
j hls
way.
He ordered Ills dinner at the Club
Sam Martlndale and Theodora Trask
and when it was served went into the
hail lieen engaged a week. There bad dining room and ate It alone—that Is.
he ate a few mouthfuls; he couldn't
been more billing and cooing and kiss
eat any more.
His wife would know
lug in that one week than there would
where to find him, and If she wanted
be lu five years of the married life be
him very badly sbe would telephone
fore them. Then Sam called a halt to
for him. Then he would Insist on an
look practically at the future. He was
apology and a promise never to do so
not a man to drift through life; be preAfter that he would go
any more.
ferred to prearrange everything.
It
borne and forglre ber. It might be a
seemed that there was a great ocean
good lesson for her If she would be
ahead of him and Tbeo. of comfort or rery III to consequence of her stupid,
obstinate defiance of his order not to
suffering, of anxiety or discord, of eon
invite pneumonia. At one moment he
tentment or unhappiness, aud across
almost wished this would happen; at
this ocean it became him as the bead
the next he was In terror lest It should.
of the house, the pilot, to steer their
Dinner over, he sauntered out Into
Before
a
does
not
hark.
taking
voyage
the cafe, lit a cigar and—suffered.
himself
the mariner familiarise
with
Several men he knew were there, but
when he saw one of them advancing
sunken
shine, of navigable water and
to speak to him, pretending not to see
rorks?
Why should not be as comhim. Sam turned and walked the
mander lay down on a Chart the exact
other way.
He hoped every minute to
course the fi-mily-ship should sail?
be called to the telephone. Whenever
To begin nt the bottom, whs np to oe
a waiter came toward him he looked
the commander? The very fact of bis
at the man anxtonaly. and when the
asking himself the question shows the
waiter passed him without the sumdepth of his understanding. If a gen mons be desired be crushed back a
Is
era! is to .conduct a campaign it
moan.
necessary that his word be the law.
But be wonhln t yield.
for bis army
Martindale realized at
By 9 o'clock he was in despair. He
once that If be were to pilot the family
concluded that if be didn't get a mesbark he must have no interference.
from Tbeo before 10 he would go
Having thus settled the matter by sage
to a rpom by himdeliberation. Martindale concluded to home and upstairs
to
broach the subject to his fiancee, mere- self without laying any attention
bis actions had
ly as a preliminary reconnoissance in bis wife. Meanwhile
made it apparent to every waiter In
order to feel the enemy.
“Theo." he said gravely, “since you the club that he wan eager for a teleand I are to pass our lives together phone message. At 9:55 he went Into
it may be well for us to come to an the coat room for his hat aod coat
understanding on one Important point and when be emerged a waiter ran
In every government every business, into him. shooting:
"You’re wanted at the telephone,
every family, in order that the wheels
<
may run smoothly, there must be one sir”'
head. I would like to know bow you
Martlndale ran to the booth, knock
feel about the matter."
ing down another waiter who was
“It seems to me.” said Theo after banting him to tell him he was wanted
thought “tbaf we should both be there, brushing by three rohre who
head.”
were making dives for him from difMartindale was not prepared for ferent directions to glTe him the same
wbr.t be considered flying right in the new,?. Inside the booth he took nptbe
face of the fundamental principles of receiver and beard In s faint bosky
order. Wbat was the family but a woman's voice: ,
miniature state? And the Idea of a
“is that you. dear?"
state having two governors! Absurd!
“Yes"
Theo saw by the expression of bis
“I thought yon must be at the club.
face that she had assumed too much. I Just called yon up to say—Tm talkSo she hastened to say: "Why. dearie, ing from the phone next the bed-tbnt
don't you know that n woman Just the doctor has been here to see me
j
loves to lean on a mau for guidance? ! and said 1 had a high fever. That was
You're to be bead, of course."
about Ci o'clock. Since there was no
Tills was a great relief to Sam. He j one here to take care of me hut the
to-k his fiancee in his arms, kissed her cook he telephoned for a
trained
and said:
nurse
I knew you must be having a
"Sweetheart, yon have no idea how nice time at your club with all your
hnryy you've made me by saying that. old friends, .and I didn't like to spoil
Our future happiness depends upon it
Rut nurse «ays that I'd latyour fun
There must always be a head to a
ter try to get some sleep now. and I
family. And how hard it would lie fur preferred to tell yon about it before
both of us if you had a disposition to do'ng so
I*oa't hurry home: have a
good time
usurp the husband's place.”
“I would never think of snch a
"1 told"— He was about to give her
thing.”
the usual "I told you so." but checked
He gave her a dozen kisses and left himself, saying instead that he would
her. filled with Joy that the basic prin
be at home as soon ns Jie could get
eiple of married life—in his case—had there.
tieen settle! without a word of dis“Yon were very unreasonable this
pute. Indeed, it eliminated ail the rest morning.” the voice continued, “hot J
he
of the problem, for since he was to
have forgiven yon. and you needn't
undisputed captain he had no doubt tronhle yourself about that at all. Rut
that he could guide the family bark don't make a noise when you come In
T don't believe I shall get any sleep,
safely.
The couple were married. There was
bnt"—
a big wedding—gifts galore, rice throwThere was a click, followed by a
ing. a trip and at last a settling down ring, and a different woman's voice
in a home of their own
During the said:
engagement Theo had never expressed
“Mr. Martlndale?”
an opinion, much less made a decision,
"Yes.”
that would have Interfered with Stem's
“I'm speaking to yon from the lower
position as heir apparent to the sov- hail telephone. Your wife la very 111;
ereignty of the family.
threatened with pneumonia: temperaTbeo had long been connected with ture 104 degrees.”
a charitable association of which abe
“I'll be there in live minutes. Why
was
the secretary. One morning a the devil didn't
yon”—
fortnight after the eonple’a return
He dropped the receiver and bolted
from their wedding trip she woke up for the street door.
with an aching of the bones, in a
Mrs. Martindale fortunately escaped
feverish condition and In other ways a long illness, bnt she was for several
indicating that care must be taken to days tn a condition not warranting her
avoid a severe illness, perhaps death, j husband bringing np any other subject
But there was to be a meeting that than toast, tea. temperature and time
day of the charitable society, and the to take medicine. During the danger
secretary was expected to be there. period be was In an agony of fear lest
Sam was astonished to see his wife he should Ipse the woman who would
preparing to go ont in a storm, already surely dominate him through life, for
ill and with the probability of coming this first episode bearing on the balbock to face pneumonia.
ance of power In his family had openWhat do yon mean by even think- ed bis eyes. It was too late to go back
ing of going out?" he exclaimed.
and choose some other woman who
“Why. dearie, they can’t get on with- would permit him to assume bis posiout me."
tion as bead of the family, and be
“They will get on without yon. I
wouldn't have done so if be could. He
forbid your going.”
quietly made up bis mlud. as many
“Oh. I couldn't possibly stay at another man has done before him. that
home, m wrap up well, wear my in the case of woman certain laws
rubbers and keep dry. There’s not a that regulate the universe are suspendbit of danear."
id. His wife bad disobeyed an order
Martindale sat with his morning pa- he bad given her for her own good,
per on bis lap. looking fixedly at hia thereby showing a perversity for
wife, while she continued to put on which be as well as she had suffered.
her belongings with as much sang And for having brought upon them
frofd as if she had not heard the com- both this suffering, including a fifty
mand of her lord and master.
When dollar doctor’s bill, she had—forgiven
Bhe was ready she took up an um- him!
brella. bent over her husband, kissed
Sam Martindale has joined the inhim and went ont.
*
numerable throng of married men who
“Well, by Jove!
I like that!" ex- joke with one another about their
claimed Sam to himself as soon aa the position as head of the family and
door was closed behind his wife.
take their orders from their wives
It would be Impossible to give an dutifully as become obedient husadequate description of the disappoint- bands. their wives the while, or many
ment. chagrin. mortification and foreof them, not doubting In the least that
bodings {he yonng husband experienc- they are themselves willing slaves.
ed at this utter disregard for his word
Bnt one yenr brought him revenge.
of command as captain of the family A small lump of flesh came wbo could
ship. lie carried ont the simile tbns: neither walk nor talk. He hadn't even
In the face of a storm he had ordered a tithe of the setwe Mrs. Martindale
precautions, whereupon the crew had nossessed. but be assumed command ol
Crowded on sail to wreck the vessel
he whole household.
..
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Mlm Fidelia Dow, of North
Brookaain.
la visiting bar grandparents. IW
u •*
Baboon and wilt.

EAST SULLIVAN.
Min Abbie Bragdon visited in Bar Harbor recently.
Miss Mina Urann and Mrs. B. C. Baker
have recently entertained the P. O. P.

(7?

Misses Elisabeth Parker end k.
Grey, who are attending normal whalf
'<
Castine, are home.

club.

Mre. Parker B.
Billing. ,rriwd
from South
Berkeley, tai

Everard Noyee and wife were guests of
their aunt, Mrs. Ada Noyee, in Steuben,

Saturday

and wife.

in

»rr

visiting relatives.
recently.
Roland Oerter, wile and danger
w.,.
South
of
Eugene Sargent and wife,
gaerite, who have been at the Mini,
Uouldsboro, are gueeta of William Hernia weukon inn, have returned to
•he has been

It has been tome twenty year* since so
the mill and
many logs were hauled to
still they come.
Walter Hanna. Hugh Pettee and Manual
Bragdon have been successful in fishing

vJ'

their

West Brooklin.
March 8.

^

DEER 1BLE.

for trout through the ice in Morancy pond.
Mrs. James Havey recently visited her

Mrs. Nettie Hatch baa gone to
Hostao **
a home lor
girls
Mrs. Mark Pickering was taken
Md.
denly ill Sunday, and ia still

mother, Mrs. O. P. BragdodTwbo is spendE.
ing the winter with her son, Uapt. E.

Mrs. Charles Eaton left
Thursday lo.
Boston, where the will make her home

assistant matron in

poorly.

Bragdon.

A

Mrs. Frank Bobbins has returned from
son
Steuben, where she has been with her
Fred since his unfortunate accident

for

-of

number

large

Wednesday

men

turned out

eight cords o! Wood
“Aunt Charlotte” Carman, and
hasted
and cut

It to her door.

weeks ago.

several

Mrs. Rosa Hassell and son Robert
left
Thursday for Boston, to visit her husband
Chpt. C. A. Haskell, of schooner Jwit’
bishop.
TM graduating oiasa of the high
school
Orio Donnell, of Northeast Harbor, will have a lair and dinner
town-meeting
while visiting bis son, who is principal of day.
The
proceeds will; go iovard
the high school, called on some of his graduation ezpeaaea.
The infant son of Stephen Potter and
wife died of pneumonia March 5. Sen ices
will be held at the home this afternoon,
conducted by Bev. Mr. Bromley.

former friends here, receiving

a

cordial

Green*

Gardner

welcome.

who has

been mate in

schooner Jessie Bishop, arrived home
Sonbe the ninety-sixth day fora lew weeks’ vacation, before
March 19
felt,
Sarah
Hodg- ing command of a yacht.
birthday anniversary of Mrs.
kins, who is a bright active woman, living
Guy Torrey, who haa been with hi, parwith her daughter, Mrs. Edward Hodg- ent. a few
daya, left Wednesday for Bar
kins, iu Aahville.
Harbor, where ha is employed with tv
H.
March 7.
Bar Harbor Banking A Trust Co.
March 8.
k*x.
SUNSET.
will

_

Mrs. A. T. Small visited her
last week at Stontngton.

son

Philip

BOOTH DEER ISLE.

Seagirt grange met in regular
gbests of Saturday evening, March 4, with tighten

Daniel Conary and wife were
Mrs. Oonary’s parents, Alphonso Stinson
and wife, last week.
Fred Small and George Coulen are at

members

degrees

The first and jeoosil

present.

were

conferred

on one
candidate,
application waa received. Rehome from Sunshine, where they are freshments wen served, after «iuch >
social half boar waa enjoyed.
Tbe leccutting logs for Robert’s saw mill.
Thera will be en entertainment in tbe turer presented a program as follewt:
library building March 10, consisting ot song, Harry Bye, Iaabal and Alhiu
songs, recitations and a farce, “Axin’ Walker; recitation, Celeste Hendrick;
readings, Ida M. Pert, Kate Stanley and
Fader." Ice-cream will be on sale.
Hsonders.
An interesting recital was given in the Ralph

and

chapel Saturday evening and a concert
Sunday evening. Tbe new organ, given
by the “Helping Hand" and Mrs. Anna
Snider,

BLUEHILL PALLS.
Tbe bay is still frozen over.
Miss Lizzie Gray has returned to Sorry.
Harry Co nary baa moved to bis **
home.

used for tbe first time. The
its new floor and carpets,

was

chapel, with

one

looks fine.

Capt. Frank Kelsey, who died in New
Retta Pert spent part of last seek with
York, Feb. 22, was the son of the late her sister here.
Robert and Olive Pickering Kelsey, and
Mrs. G. Herrick, of Booth BluehUl.
was born in I>er isle Feb. 18, 1838.
He
spent part of last week at the Falls.
was one of a family of seven children, all
of whom are dead excepting Mrs. David
Stephen Cbatto and wife, of HrooksEaton and Lenora Kelsey, both of Huston. ville. visited their children here last week.
March
He leaves one son
Ciirjiiw.
Frank, of Boston,
6._
and five grandchildren.
His wife was
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Miss Mercy Gordon. Capt.
Kelsey followed the sea from boyhood, and comWinslow Eaton baa sold his two cow* to
manded steamers plying between Port- F. H. Osgood, of Ellsworth.
—

Boston.
March 6.

land and

Mrs. Elvira Youug
pupils and a lew friends
day evening.

SADIE.

BUCKSPORT.

Clifford 'linker and

DEATH OE

MRS.

M AK1 HA

L.

MITCHELL.

visiting

Lane, widow of Thomas D.
Mitchell, died March 2, in Koslindale
Martha

Maes.,

at the heme of her

daughter,

Quickly

t**en

Cures

Coughs,

Colds and Catarrh

a

Crosby,

who

went to

California,

in 1860.
was married to Thomas D.
Mitchell, of Bucksport, in 18S8. In 1878
where he died

Mrs. Crosby

they

haw

Franklin and Han-

dtrorrtieancnta

twenty-four days old.
young girl the family moved to.
Orland, where she was married to Jeremiah

wife, who

cock, have returned to Northeast Harbor
March 6.
8.

months and

When

in

her

Mrs. F.

C. Cunningham, with wpom she had lived
for fourteen years.
Mrs. Mitchell was born Sept. 8, 1818, at
Mt. Desert, being at the time of her death
at the advanced age of ninety-two years,
six

here and

entertained

st her home Fn-

went to

Koslindale,

where they spent
their lives. Mrs. Mitchell
is survived by two children by her first
marriage —Mrs. F. C. Cunningham and A.
F. Croet>y, of Roelindale.
Funeral services were conducted by Rev.
Florence K. Crooker, of tbe Universaliat
church, of which Mrs. Mitchell was for
many yean a member. Tbe casaet was
covered with beautiful flowers sent
by
sympathizing friends. Among them was
a large piUow with tbe word “Mother”
from the son and daughter.
tbe remainder of

_H.

A. C.

BASS HARBOR.

George Billings and wife an both ill
grip.
Capt. Hiram Dix, who has been ill,

of

is

better.

Barron Watson is at home from Dean

academy.
C. A. Joyce and wife, and Miaa Fannie
Joyce spent Bunday here.
William Perry and wife went to Bar
Harbor last to remain

a

week.

Charles Closaon brought in
pounds of coddsh last Friday.

thousand

a

Miaa Lucy Murphy came home from
Castine normal school Saturday.
The young people are preparing
be given in about two weeks.

a

to

if you, dear reader, could spend an
hour looking over a few of the thnusand of testimonials that we have tit
file, you would not go on suffering
from catarrh, that disgusting unease
that will surely sap your vitality and
weaken yuur entire system if all- wed
to coutiuue.
Y- u would have just as much faith
in IIYOMEI as we have, and we have
so much confidence lit its wonderful
curative virtue that it is sold the
country over under a positive guarantee to cure catarrh, croup, sour throat,
coughs and colds, or money back.
No stomach dosing when you
breathe IIYOMEI Just pour a few
drops of the liquid into the inhaler,
and breathe it in.
It is miguty pleasant to n*e; it
opens up those stuffed-up nostrils in
two miuules, and makes your head
feel as clear as a bell in a short time.
Hi eat he HYOMEl and kill the
catarrh germs. It's the ou-y way to
cure catarrh.
It's the only way to
get rid of that cons aut hawkiug,
suutfiiug and sui ting.
A complete IIYOMEI outfit, which
includes a bottle of HYOMEl and »
bard ru'ouer pocket iuhaler, costs *l 0®
at U. A. Parcher’s and druggists everywhere
If you already owu a Hyutnet
Inhaler you can get au eztia bottle of
HYOMEl for 50 cents.
"We have used HYOMEl in our
family for the cure and breaking up
of coughs, colds, sore throat and
catarrhal affections, and can say that
it is a graud remedy worth its weight

In gold.” Mrs. John Cooper, South
Wayne, Mich.

play

Mrs. Wavie Murphv and little
son, who
have been visiting at Seal Cove, are home. I
Mrs. F. P. Pray, who has been with her
Arthur in Boston several
weeks, is
borne.

son

Miss

Lena

March

6._

Bunker, of PortUnd, is
spending her vacation with her father
A.
J.
Banker.
Capt.

[

!
I

x. Y. Z.

8ABGENTV1LLE.
Hon. Henry W. Sargent was in
Bockland

last week

Mias

on

business.

Phebe

Hinckley

has

gone

Bcituate, Maas., to visit friends.
Konald Gower, who has
spent
weeks

home.

with bis sister in

Melrose,

to

Mass, is

Lawrence Eaton is at home from
Pitts*
“*ld where be attends the
Maine Central
institute.
Mrs. William Means, of

Stop
Worrying
float.
about

lettmr
aeveral

apaady cure.
Farminetoa Fall*•*/ wUh to $ay /ham used
It it ons of tAe brat t-prino and Fa
It works
liver.
jon aad aoaUaaed

baa

«

aae

wiU

eftect

^

a

me.

yonrmsaif*

wo^fX#

«

Sedgwick,

•'»

Thera la no «eed of la&tniu
the trouble po ee far aa to produce oeiwo**.

your

ran cheek it bow.
Ob- bo;tie o* the
)oui
family remedy—“L. F." Atwood’a Medieiae will

THE

**

L.

F

Masurwawstr
PiiffUpj»-S2i
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